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MEETINGS
Local public agencies who will
conduct meetings .this week
include:
CITY COUNCIL
*The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session at 7:30
p.m. Thursday. May 27 in the
council chambers at city hall.

OUTDOORS SPECIAL
Get a glimpse of the great
outdoors in a special pull-out
section to the Murray Ledger
and Times.
*They're not fast, sexy or
able to sneak up a creek to that
pond where big bass lurk, hut
pontoon boats are casting an
even bigger wake across
America's waterways. Page 3
*The population of one of
the nation's most endangered
mammals grew by at least four
in early April with the birth of
pups to a pair of adult, red
wolves at TVA's Land
Between the Lakes' Woodlands Nature Center. Page 4
*Anglers make a big mistake by accepting the spinnerbaits they find on cards at
tackle shops, says top bass
fisherman Jimmy Houston.
Page II

INSIDE
*MAYFIELD, Ky. — Wednesday's First Region softball
game between Calloway County and Hickman County was
one of missed opportunities.
Page 8

FORECAST
Tonight, Llear. Low around 60.
Southwest wind 5 to. 10 mph.
Friday-, partly sunny and more
humid. High in the mid 80s.
Outlook for Memorial Day
weekend: a chance of afternoon and evening thunderstorms each day. Lows 55 to
65. Highs in the 80s.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY — 700
359.0, +0.1; below 305.4, -1.3
BARKLEY — 700
359.0, +0.1; below 306.3, -1.4
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Murray system stands
behind Kids Company
By GINA HANCOCK &
JOHN P. TAYLOR
Murray L•dgor & Tirrias Stall Writors

Despite recent criticism of the
program and personnel changes,
the Murray School Board has
reaffirmed its commitment to the
Kids Company program begun
eight years ago.
In recent months, the board has
conducted an internal investigation and held two executive sessions concerning personnel matters to address allegations of
abuse within the program brought
by two Murray State University
graduate students working as
aides there.
The two part-time employees.
LcAnn Eakins and Shane Harper,
alleged abuse, not classified as
physical abuse, of several students by Pam Thornton, the program's director.

The allegations prompted an
independent investigation by the
local Human Resources Cabinet
for Protective Services. According to Brad Hughes, of the Frankfort Cabinet office, the investigation supplied enough evidence to
substantiate the claims of Eakins
and Harper.
After Wednesday night's
executive session, acting Superintendent Willie Jackson said
Thornton decided to resign at the
end of this school year.
"She made this decision due to
criticism she has received this
year concerning the way she has
conducted aspects of the
program.
"We are supportive of the work
she has done for the last two
years as director," Jackson said.
Jackson added that the district
MI TURN TO PAGE 3

Gorman investigates
state election fraud
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State authorities expressed surprise at the amount of fraud
uncovered in Tuesday's primary
election and said indictments
would be sought.
Vote fraud "is a part of the
electoral culture" in some counties, Secretary of State Bob Babbage said at a news conference
Wednesday. "I thought we had a
lot 'fewer problems than we actually did."
Attorney General Chris Gorman said he would pursue criminal charges against "several individuals," whom he would not
identify. Neither would he or
Babbagc identify the counties at
issue.
Gorman said there were "a
number of different types of
fraud we could conceivably bring
charges .under." He said he was
contemplating Class D felonies,
which could be punishable by
one to five years in prison.
Gorman also said there were
191 calls to a special "election
fraud hotline." The highest number, 36, came from Clay County.
Complaints ranged from vote
buying to electioneering at polling places to the casting of votes
in the names,of dead people.
The numbers "either confirm
our worst fears ... or else they
validate our hope for Kentucky
voters" who were willing to

FOUR INJURED
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Firefighters from the Murray Fire Department work to extinguish a car that caught on fire after a
two-vehicle accident at the intersection of Johnson Boulevard and Meadow Lane at 3:15 p.m. Wednesday. Four people were injured. Please see Local News Roundup. page 3, for more details.

report wrongdoing, Gorman said.
An election-fraud "strike
force" from Gorman's office,
Babbage's office and the Kentucky State Police targeted 12
counties on Election Day: Casey,
Clay, Clinton, Estill, Jackson.
Knott, Leslie, Magoffin, Marion,
Monroe, Pike and Russell.
Teams of investigators traveled
each county, looking for voters
who had sworn on absenteeballot applications that they
would be out of town on Election
Day.
Gorman - said absentee-ballot
signature sheets were seized in
Magoffin County, where investigators also witnessed an apparent
incident of improper voter
assistance.
In Floyd County, state police
seized five voting machines after
an allegation they had been tampered with, Deputy Attorney
General Brent Caldwell said.
In Clay County, Circuit Judge
R. Cletus Maricle threatened to
keep observers for the State
Board of Elections out of the
polling area for Brightshade Precinct but backed off.
Gorman said he considered the
threat "a very, very serious matter" but declined to say whether
he would seek action against
Maricle.
racitamonamomar

Legislators prepare to vote on tax bill
WASHINGTON (AP) —
House leaders and conservative
Democrats reached agreement
early Thursday on a mechanism
(or curbing federal spending,.giving them sritical extra upport _for
President Clinton's deficitreduction tax increase.
"It's a. very positive development," House Speaker Thomas
Foley, D-Wash., said just hours
before the House was to begin
debate on the core of Clinton's
economic recovery plan.
While the agreement doesn't
assure passage, Foley said - it
"does build momentum" toward
gathering the votes Democrats
will need to push the package of
tax increases and spending .cuts
through the House.
Foley has long been predicting
that the Democratic-dominated
House w4ld approve the budgetThursday. But pricuttfing
vately, other lawmakers and aides
have been saying the vote would
be postponed if there-was a risk
of a defeat. Foley said the vote
would be held.
The bill is the biggest part of
Clinton's plan to reduce the 5300

bril

•

"This is a major, significant
change regarding the budget process." he said.
Another top conservative, Rep.
Tim Penny, D-Minn., said
"We'll do what we can to get the
votes" to pass the deficitreduction bill Thursday.
The agreement does not guarantee that spending will be
restrained, but it does put pressure on the president and lawmakers to do so.
Under the mechanism, spending targets would be set each year
for Social Security, Medicare and
the rest of the government's
rapidly expanding benefit programs, which together account for
half of the $1.5 trillion federal
budget.
If the target is exceeded, the

By AMY WILSON
Murray Lodger & Times
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CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
arwapapar. call 753-1916
and specify Mora person or
*wawa yea wish to cattail. Oar regolar office boon
an 8 a.ai.-5 pm WackyFriday; II am -soon Satarday

"A lot of people involved in supporting Mr. Perot's
objectives have forgotten what Mr. Perot
proposed."
-- Thomas Foit.y
president would has(' to propose
paying for the excess u,10) t,is
increases, spending Luis or both
-- or with borrowing. which
drives up the detica. Congress
would then have to vote on his
proposal, or one ()I its own
Liberals had been wars 1)1 any
deal limiting spending on benefit
programs. mans of which help
the p(sor.
But in a remirkable shins ()I
party unity, the pact was
endorsed by Rep. Kweisi
D-Md., chair-111mi of the
sional Black Caucus. and Rep.
Jose Serrano, D-N.Y.. chairman
of the Congressional Hispanic
Caucus.
The agreement Still leaves
• TURN TO PAGE 3

Classic collectors head
to Hazel for swap meet

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
•
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members of dm Claude Ilkyele and Wbiaser Club display three of their &lase hikes. Pit tared from
keaay Thomas. lobby Graeae. Hank Hatcher and Dam Gardner I hr hikes on dkpla• on' ludi
a 1991 Whlaser masterbike. a 1144 Schuette Cycle Track, both owned h• I horniss, and G.trdnei
1952 *hulas Black neaten,

Staff Writer

Long before the days of cars
with revved-up engines and economical roadsters, American
youngsters had to rely on a twowheeler for transportation.
These bicycles were beautifully crafted, complete with chrome
and polish. Now that cars arc
more common and bicycles have
entered the world of mass production, it is harder to find any of
these classic bikes.
However, a special event has
been planned this weekend for
the bicycle enthusiast. The Classic Bicycle and Whizzer Club is
sponsoring a Mid-South Classic
Bicycle and Whizzer Motorbike
Meet Sunday, May 10, in Ilaiel
at the Hazel Comniunits Center
Dealers will set up Iron' X to
10 a.m.. and the show, swap meet
and ride will begin at 10 a in
Kenny Thomas, one ol the club
members, started sollevting hiss cies as a hohtss about eight sears
ago
lound one oi these old hike.
M a barn, restored it and started
riding it. Thomas said 'Some
eus )(me told me that sou iti.t%
iII
,I.ift with one hike but 111bU
•

•

•

still he looking for more alter
you have a doten!Thomas anticipates the niect
will draw a crowd not onlv
because of what is involved, hut
because of the location.
"A lot of people had the deluxe
classic bicycles when they vow
kids. We thought SMCC there were
so many antiques in Hatel, it
would he a good place to haw
the meet," Thomas said.
For Dan Gardner. collecong_
classic hikes is a relatively new
hobby.
"Like other people growing up.
I never really had a fancy deluxe
he said. "It started out that
I would get two old hikes to
restore for myself and my wife.
Restoring old hikes is a craft and
I got interested in it. I have a
1952 Schwmn Black Phantom
that won first place in all three of
the major shows List year."
Gardner said Iasithicst.Ic
collecting is bc.oining a more
popular hohh‘ he.ause there are
had
so few to
demand
"The %twos
%Mt'
,J111110
denotes
-Waco there Jrc not iis nun of
Olen. N holds people's interest
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IN THE COMMUNITY...THROUGH OUR PEOPLE

B

anking is much more than a
business. It's people. In our case, WI
people who are dedicated to making
Murray and Calloway Counts the best it can be!
As the communitv's oldest full-sers ice bank.
we're continuing a I00-year-old tradition of
,..urray-Calloway Counts
giving back to the ‘I
community!
Bank of Murray is a major contributor to
many fund drives. including such good causes
as the MSE. Regional Special Events center. the

National Scouting Museum. K.E.T. YMCA.
sponsor of arts and educational organizations.
Sports events. Business-Education Partnership.
Special Olympics. 1.nited Way, college
scholarships. ANICII, economic development
and Chamber of Commerce activities.
During the past Vear the Bank of Murray and
Peoples First Corporation purchased
S5.575,(XX).00 in Murray-Calloway Counts.
Hospital bonds. allowing for expansion bf the
area's finest medical facilities. The Bank of

Murras also provided partial financing of a new
SI85.000.00 fire truck for the City of Murray.
Our holding company has hundreds of
Callowa Count\ stockholders, which means
local, hometown people benefit more from the
success of the Bank of Murray than any other
hank in town!
Bank of Murra is here for you.. local people
serving local needs. And, we're leading the way.
with innosative products and senices in this
communit.! Come bank with the leader!

III Bank of M
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•Legislators...
FROM PAGE 1
some Democrats unhappy, particularly lawmakess from fuelproducing states who oppose
Clinton's proposed energy tax.
Nonetheless, with many conservatives now prepared to vote
for the deficit-reduction bill, the
measure's chances for passage
evre dramatically enhanced.
r Clinton miiit separately- with
.Nnernbers of tht Congressional
Black Caucus and with business
executives to lobby for his
program.
"The president has made a
start,•• John Welch Jr. of General
Electric. told r- eporters later.-"We
obviously all want more action in

if, for
the spending-cuts area. But he's for Clinton's program
the
that
show
to
else,
taken a step we can live with." nothing
lead.
can
party
Some Republicans were pressing Democratic leaders to allow a
Even though 30 of the 256
separate House vote on a plan
House Democrats were said to
advocated during the presidential
deep reservations about the
have
"campaign by Ross Perot. Foley
agreement on spendpending
bill
said such a vote was possible but
ing restraints, Foley said no one
doubted many members would
spoke against it at the caucus.
line up behind it.
"A lot of people involved in
Clinton's energy 4ax. would
supportiqg Mr. Perot's objectivesi•T apply to most fuels and be paid
have forgotten what Mr. Perot by consumers,'raising the tax on
proposed," Foley said. referring gasoline by about eight cents a
gallon and a typical home electric
to a 50-cent gasoline tax and fewbill by. about S2.50 a month.
reductions.
er spending
Most lower-income families
At the closed caucus of House
would have -the tax offset, by
Democrats, - leaders and commitincreased federal benefits.
tee chairmen pleaded for support

Classic bikes arc becoming more
popular every day."
Gardner calls the hobby "a
nostalgia thing" because it brings
back a part of the collector's
youth.
"This pulls several age groups
together," Gardner said. "My age
group is drawn to the
1940s-1950s bikes because that's
what we grew up around. It's
really interesting to see how
many youth are at the swap meets
because it shows they appreciate
the quality of the workmanship."
This is the first year a show
has been held in this area. Local
bike collectors are used to driving at least 300 miles for the
shows.
"We feel like, by next year, we

•Murray
FROM PAGE 1
did not demand her resignation,
but felt she was doing so for the
good of herself, her family and
the program.
"I sent her a letter which said
her resignation was accepted with
regret," said Jackson. "And I
added that at any time she could
use my name as a reference when
seeking other jobs."
School officials agreed that no
supporting evidence could be
found for the criticism that
involved the claims of abuse. The
allegations by Eakins and Harper
included forcing.a student to cat
a crayon, making a student stick
his tongue out until it dried up
and racial slurs.
Gerald Bell, Thornton's attorney, said he has concerns about
the allegations. One of the incidents, which allegedly occurred
in September-, was not reported
until Feb. 10.
"If these people had such high
concern for the children, why did
they, wait six months?" Bell said.
Janet Paschall and: Tina Dunn
were named co-directors of the
program last night.

will have to transfer the show to
Paducah because it will be so big.
We really don't have a facility
here that is big enough for ,it."
Gardner said.
Collectors from all across the
United States and Canada come
in trailers and bring tents to the
shows, often covering a •10-acre
area.
In addition to collectors emoy Mg an opportunity to buy, sell
and trade, one of the highlights of
the event is a bicycle ride Sunday
afternoon.
"When you put the amount of
time into these hikes -- hundreds
of hours — you kind of want to
show them off. The collectors
bring bikes to show and then
bikes that they will ride. The collectors want to show the people

what they have done," Gardner
said.
Trophies will be given to the
best bicycle in the painted class
(painted fenders) and the best
chronic class (Phantom, etc.). In
the Whitzer classes, trophies will
be presented to the best bicycle
with kit and the best Pacemaker,
Ambassador or Sportsman.
In addition, the best overall
bike and the best custom Whizzer
will he chosen by people's
choice.

Kids Company i an after
school -prOgram for students K-6
held at Robertson Elementary
School with an average attendance of 80 children: A similar
program is held in the summer.
Superintendent W.A. Franklin
was present at the board meeting.
Franklin has been recovering
from an automobile accident in
December.
Franklin said the program will
now be under the leadership or
building principal Jean Hurt and
central office staff will provide
resources and support.
"The board has reviewed the
_p_r_ur ram and asked two basic
questions --- has it been good and
has it met a need. We think the
answers have been yes to both
those questions," he said.
Jackson said it has been the
district's answer to a latch-key
program. ,
"It helps working parents_
Their children can stay at school
in a supervised program," he
said.
On Wednesday, the sununer
session began. The program runs
from 6:45 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Jackson said
there arc weekly areas' of'study.
The music, art and computer

activities revolvViiround that
theme .ii Field trips .are also
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Jackson said average attendance in the summer fluctuates
between 60 and 70 students.
"We don't toot our horn
enough. This program has served
as a model for other school districts. It was started years before
the Kentucky Education Reform
Act mandated such programs.
"There have been rumors that
the - program is going to be
dropped and that is not the case."
Franklin said.

Save
Up To

50'
Off
University Plaza • 753-0100

Board chairman Sally Alexanderrsaid the program is a way the
board can utillie the buildings
alter school in an educational
way..
During the school year, parents
pay a weekly fee of S20. In the
summer the tee is 540. Each
additional child in a family
attends at half price. Students arc
still being accepted for the summer program. Parents should call
the district office at 753-4363.
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You don't have to win the Indy to enjoy the
holiday weekend. Bring Hardee's Fried Chicken to
your picnic. It's hand breaded twice and cooked
in 100% vegetable oil to fry up crispy and juicy.
And it's ready fast. Along with our Made
From Scratch- Biscuits, mashed potatoes &
gravy, and cole slaw. So zip into Hardee's with
the money saving coupons below. It's the
speedway for chicken.
Without getting a ticket.
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piggly wiggly

Four people were injured in a two-vehicle accident at 3:15 p.m. May 26 at
the intersection of Johnson Boulevard and Meadow Lane. According to
police reports, Chad A. Young, 18, Rt. 1 Murray, was westbound on Meadow Lane and failed to stop at the stop spin at Johnson when he stuck the
driver's side of a vehicle driven by Cynthia L. Grosskopf, 18, Rt. 1 Alma
The Grosskopf vehicle apparently went into a skid and struck a utility pole
and a sign before coming to rest. The Young vehicle collided a second time
with the Grosskopf vehicle while it was in a spin and also hit a utility pole
Young was partially ejected from -the vehicle and a passenger in his car,
Thomas W. Duff, 18, was ejected. The Grosskopf vehicle caught fire and the
driver and a passenger, Deborah Broach, 41, were removed form the vehicle by Murray police officer Jack Kendall. The Murray Fire Department extinguished the burning car with a booster line. Grosskopf was transported to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and later transferred to Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah, were she was listed in very serious condition in the Intensive Care
Unit. Broach was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital were she
was listed in' stable condition in the Critical Care Unit. The condition and
location of both Young and Duff were unavailable. According to reports.
Grosskopf was the only victim who was wearing a safety-restraint device.

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

- Frida

Nli)nda

"We are expecting peopte from
Alabama, Michigan and Florida,"
Thomas said. "We will have collectors who will bring their bikes
to show, parts to swap and there
will be people who just want to
.ce the displays."
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a

our Convenience Nov% thlt.r.

For

The Congressional Budget
Office estimated that more than
63 percent of the tax increase
would come from families with
incomes of $200,000 or more.
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Shriners do great workfor children
Dear Editor:
During the year the Shrine organization receives many letters of
thanks from parents for the treatment given their children at Shriners
hospitals all over the country.
I thought perhaps you might want to publish a letter from David
and Lynn Hicks, Route 1, Box 573, Hardin, since they are folks who
live in our area. This is in connection with the Shriners mini clinic in
July. Their letter reads:

Dear Mr. Williams...
Dear Mr.. Williams:
Congratulations on riur recent
election as judge/executive of
Calloway County. No one has to
tell you what an important office
this is.
Your action, or inaction, on
basic issues will impact our community for years to come.
I know you will receive a
bundle of advice, most unsolicited — take this column for
example.
But I would like to add to the
pile of issues you will be thinking about the next seven months
before you take office.
I hope you will consider using
an agenda for the regular fiscal
court meetings.
An agenda is part of the state's
open meetings law, but besides
that, it helps clarify the meeting's
objectives for the day — not only
for the public but for the
magistrates.
Items listed as old and new
business can also accommodate
any last minute items the court
wishes to consider.
Such an agenda is usually posted before the meeting so that the
public can review it.
This- next request- may be-- alittle more difficult logistically,
but I don't think it is any less
important than the agenda.
Could another meeting place
for fiscal-court meetings be
considered?

The judge/executive's office is
not conducive to a public
meeting.
I know you snow what I'm
talking about- because we have
both been scrunched together
before on the couch in the
judge's office. Magistrates, counand visitors form a
ty of
circle around the office. During
most of the meetings, all the
chairs are taken.
I think in the past the meetings
have been moved to one of the
courtrooms at the courthouse
annex if a large crowd is
anticipated.
But will you always know in
advance when that will be?
Someone attending a meeting
for the first time might be intimidated to enter a crowded office.
Maybe a courtroom at the
41111CX _or_ a room at the Wcaks
Community Center could be used
for monthly meetings.
You will have the advantage of
working with an experienced fiscal'c-rt. I -hope - you can find
ways to use their knowledge.

a school board representative
attend fiscal court meetings and a
fiscal court rep attending school
board meetings.
You probably wouldn't want to
attend every meeting but maybe
such an arrangement could be
worked out on a- quarterly basis.
There is much that the two
groups can do together.
1 don't have to tell you the difI just hope that each side can
ficult issues facing the county.
dig down deep and make that
They arc issues that will involve
effort.
more than one solution.
At the last school board meetMaybe each .magistrate could ing, there was considerable dischair committees consisting of cussion with the judge/executive
people from the community .to candidates affirming the district's
work on such issues as the jail, good relationship with the judge/
garbage disposal, illegal dump- executive's office.
ing, 911, planning, various grant
The media (I guess me in this
proposals, city-county relations
since I have written most of
case
and fire protection.
the articles on the suit) was
Now I'm going to mention an
blamed for creating an image of
area we are both sensitive about disharmony between the two.
— the tax collection lawsuit
Every story written on the lawsuit
between the Calloway County
this spring was a direct result of
School District and the sheriff's
court action being taken.
office.
Now that I have that out of my
To. me, this lawsuit involves system, I guarantee news coverstate law, not personalities. I
age if the judge/executive and the
hope that you and the school
school district are able to work
board can move beyond this issue
productively together on a variety
to work for the greater good of of projects the next live years.
the community.
No one would cheer such
efforts on more than I would.
There was talk during the camGood luck, Mr. Williams.
paign by the other judge/
I know you have a long road
executive candidates about
ahead of you. Thank you for let-.
improving that relationship.
One idea tossed out was having • ling me bend your car.

Our family would like to take this opportunity to thank the Shriners
for thcir help in getting our daughter Ashley back to being a normal
child.
On Dec. 5, 1991, Ashley was diagnosed with Legg-Perthes disease
in hcr left hip. Dr. Louis Fonte immediately put us in touch with the
Shriners. After we filled out the necessary papers. Ashley was admitted to the St. Louis Hospital for Crippled Children on Dec. 17.
After a week of physical therapy, it was determined that she must
have minor surgery and wear a set of casts with bars between them for
eight weeks. When we returned for X-rays and 10 days of therapy, she
wore another set of casts for 10 weeks. A year ago in May she finally
got out of the casts and was placed in an A-frame- brace for eight
months. She wore this brace 23 hours a day and never once
complained.
Finally on Feb. 5, Ashley was allowed to start walking on both legs,
without the use of crutches or the brace. She must return for a check-up and X-rays July 2. If she passes these tests, she will be cured,
having only to return to the hospital once a year for X-rays.
Had it not been for,the Shriners and their wonder hospital, Ashley
might not have gotten the great care she did. Even though we have
EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
medical insurance, the'Shriners did not ask for any money. Children
will not get better care anywhere than they will at Shriners Hospital."'
After you read this letter, if you know of a child who might benefit
compromised his energy .tax so many times — arranging special
May 25, Democrat & Chronicle, Rochester, N.Y., on the
from the Shrincrs, call them as they are a great bunch ofguys! We can
breaks for farmers, the aluminum industry and the oil industry — that
budget deficit:
never repay them for their help.
the tax would no longer accomplish nearly as much as it could have to
Regardless of whom you voted for in November, if you care anyIf you would like to know more about Legg-Perthes disease, just thing about the federal deficit you ought to root for President Clinton
encourage conservation.
call or write us and we will be glad to tell you what we kamcd. This
He has compromised so often, in fact, that some of his statinchust
to win the battle over his proposed budget in the Senate Finance Comis a very common disease in children ages 4 to 12.
supporters are no longer willing to go out on a limb for him.
mittee. ...
The alternative is more gridlock. On one side are Republicans and
For the Shriners, I am
May 19, The Parkersburg (W.Va.) News on stalking:
conservative Democrats who.would rather do nothing about the deficit
George E. Poole
You have only to read one story to understand why stalking laws
if it means raising taxes. On the other side are moderate Republicans
HCR 75, Box 73, New Concord 42076 and Democrats who would rather do nothing about the deficit if it
arc necessary.
A young woman living around Denver, Colo., told her story to The
means cutting social programs.
Associated Press. A young man who wooed her with gpurtesy and
Democratic Sen. David Boren of the oil-producing state of Oklahorespect became obsessively possessive a'nd controlling after she
Dear Editor:
ma has cleverly packaged his budget alternative to make it appear to
moved in with him. She eventually quit her job and agreed to his
I'm amazed at the way the homosexual lobby has managed to manrely much more heavily on spending cuts than on tax increases as a
demands just to stay alive.
ipulate our culture to the point that speaking out against their sin is
means of attacking the deficit. ...
Her story climaxed when he shot herthrerlinies outside a police
now considered "bigoted." Homosexuality is not an "alternative lifesAn analysis by the Washington Post points out that Boren's claims
department where she ran to seek help. Today, he's serving a life pristyle." It is an immoral lifestyle that is completely contrary to the
of fewer taxes and more spending -cuts don't add up to much. Under
on term for convictions of attempted first-degree murder, first-degree
teaching of scripture (Rom. 1:26ff, 1 Cor. 6:9f1).
Clinton's plan, total federal taxes would rise by about 5 percent; under
assault and vehicular eluding, and she has co-founded a nonprofit
I am the first to admit that consenting adults have a right to be
Boren's plan, they rise about 2 percent.
organization to provide security to others who are similarly stalked....
immoral if they so choose. However, I cannot and will not be dis- More to the point, some of Boren's proposed "cuts" simply switch
When it comes to abnormal behavior, laws aren't always going to
suaded from calling immorality what it is — sin. Granted, it is
the withdrawals from one checking account to another. For example,
accepted by the Hollywood elite, the media moguls, the governmenthe would switch more of the costs of welfare to the states. ...
stop the crime from happening. Just because ... many ... states ... have
And where Boren's spending cuts are real, moderate and lowpassed stalking laws, doesn't mean those fanatically obsessed with
run university system and, perhaps, the United States Military in some
income people would do most of the bleeding. One of Boren's worst
another human being are going to quit being obsessed because of the
cases. None of that changes the clear teachings of scripture: "Do not
be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolators nor adulterers
proposals would significantly reduce Clinton's plan to increase the
threat of prison. The story of the Colorado woman is proof of that.
nor male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders...will inherit the kingBut it will help in most cases, when the threat of the law is enough
earned-income tax credit. Under Clinton's proposal, people who have
dom of God." (I Cor. 6:9-10)
such low-paying jobs that they must still rely partially on welfare,
to stop unwelcome intrusions into private lives by individuals who arc
Comparing opposition to homosexuality to racism is absurd: racism
not welcome.
Medicaid and food stamps to support their families could keep a greater portion of the income they earn. .. .
Any way you look at it, that's far more protection than these private
is condemned in scripture. It is as wrong as homosexuality and must
be opposed lust as strongly. If homosexuals are to be accepted as a
Clinton himself can be blamed for many of his troubles. He has
folks had, just a few years ago.
minority group, what group is next? Pedophiles? Sadomasochists?
Will employers be given a homosexual quota that must be filled to
make up for past "abuses"?
As a Christian I view homosexuality as I view every other sin — I
hate the sin, but love the sinner. I have compassion for the hoinosexual. I long to share with him the hope that is found in Christ. However,
I cannot rewrite the Bible for his decision. Sin is sin. It is up to the
argumentative briefings since
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
sinner to do everything within his power to put it away and keep his
difference between a good haircut
they were fired, with some reporurges under control. If that makes me a bigot, so be it.
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
week.
A
one
is
about
a
ters sounding defenders rather
and
a
bad
Wayne NI. Williams
badly barbered political image
than impartial questioners.
307 North 12th Street, Murray
doesn't grow back that easily.
Announcing the firings last
So White House stylists are at
Wednesday, Clinton's press secwork to repair perceptions of
retary said it was for gross misWalter Mears
Dear Editor:
President Clinton.
management of the travel office,
I would like to say a great big "Thank you!" to the staff at Piggly
we've got
Press
columnist
"The
president
feels
Associated
that the FBI was being called
and
Wiggly, especially the manager, Delbert Saalwacchter. The youth
we will,"
better
and
do
to
investigate.
in
to
group at First Christian Church recently had a fundraiser in the Piggly
troversy "a lot of nonsense.''
S200 for a Hollywood
spokesman George Stephanopouspends
then, it has been disSince
Wiggly parking lot and it would not have beeria success without their los said Monday.
Nonsense perhaps, but ordin- closed that friends and campaign
haircut is out of touch with what
help. Mr. Saalwaechtcr secured a drink wagon from the Coke comary, plain and simple matters, the . allies of Clinton, yme of them
sacrifice means in the average
Clinton was going to be the
pany, (along with five cases of drinks, free!), a tent from Blalockkind that can hurt most political- involved in the travel business,
American,"
Republican
working
common man's president, but the
Coleman Funeral Home, and donated two full days of his gime, free
_II. That is why the issue of oversaid
Armcy
of
Texas
Dick
Rep.
lacking
lately.
is
.
touch
had pushed for the purge.
common
of charge, to build the fire and cook the meat. The rest of the staff
drawn checks on the House bank
in a Saturday radio talk.
Republicans went after Clinton
episode
as
makes
an
what
That's
was just as supportive. They set up tables, brought us drinks, and
had more impact than episodes on that one, too. Sen. Bob Dole,
"When you get up to a S200
haircut into an issue.
trivial
as
a
bought lunch from is.
more scandalous, more costly and the GOP leader, calla it Travelhaircut, it ought to be something
That and the controversy over the
more difficult to understand;
This is not the first time these people have done this for us. We had
gate, tawdry, clumsy politics.
firing of the seven employees of special," gibed Ross Perot, on a
In the case of the travel office, Another Republican said Conthe same type of fundraiser last year and it was just as successful. I
travel
office
campaign-style
swing
in
the
House
White
the
am proud to say we have people in ourcommunity like these people
the initial plan was to have the gress should investigate.
Midwest.
have been distractions just when
who arc willing to help the youth of our churches. So, our hats arc off
Arkansas agency that handled
Ironically, that could have been
the administration needed full
While that's the stylist's usual
campaign travel take avoided had the administration
to them, and we want them to know that we hope to be hack next
Clinton
approvforce on the effort to win
tee,
nobody
has
said
what
the
year.
over, supervised by the woman
simply ousted the .travel office
bill in Congress.
haircut cost Clinton. Stephano--Debbie Ferguson. youth- threcior al of his tax
who-coordinatetl those chartered
erriPlOyees in keeping witt- ClinHills
Beverly
poulos
president's
family
has
said the whole
The
First Christian Church. 111 N 5th Street, Murray
flights. She is 25. a distant cousin
ton's promise to cut the White
hair styling- aboard Air Force One a personal services contract with
of the president.
/louse staff.
before takeoff from Los Angeles Christophe. and he may be openOne of the major functions ol .
It is all background noise. Sen.
runways
for
Washington.
airport,
ing
a
shop
in
two
tied up
the travel office is to charter
Bennett Johnston, D-La., said
J.
Dear Editor:
nearly an hour fast Tuesday Now
Lithei way. it clashes with the
plans
for
travel.
press
presidential
in
a eekend CNN interview.
fundraising
committee
The Coldwater United Methodist Church
he is said to have asked in populist. perk -lighting image
and apportion the hills among
One
haircut docs not make a
been
would like to thank all businesses and persons who wtre sponsors in
have
told
advance,' and to
Clinton presented as a campaignews org.ani/ations. So travel
presidency." he contended.
the walk-a-thon and rock-a-thon held Saturday, May 22. All monies
mistakenly that runways %%fluid ner. It vk a.. as ha% del/tders said.
office employees had close conStill. it's no help. Clinton's
raised went into our New Church Building Fund.
not he affected.
3 dn.:V.1On: /11111Ne SPOjker Thotact with the White House press own pollster told a conference on
Date Clark, fundraising committee member
'We regret this and it's not mas S Voles called the concorps. and there have been
public opinion analysts Friday
Coldwater United Methodist Church
going to happen again.- his
that the administration has "lost
Murras
Route I, Box 316,
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control of its agentki- by letting
Maybe not. but Clinton 114 //'•
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'Hate the sin, but love the sinner'

-Clinton image needs a do over

Gratefulfor help infundraiser

Coldwater Church thanks sponsors

Just drop us a line ...

Attention Washington!
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Wickliffe Mounds to
host re-enactment
The Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center will host a late 17th century
"River Exploration" period encampment on Memorial Day
weekend, May 29-30.
The River Exploration reenactment will feavire a living
history portrayal or an eriatnp-=
!pent of early European explorers
who entered the region in the period between 1670-1695.
"This is a new event for us," said
Dr. Kit Wesler, director of Murray
State University's archaeological
museum and research center at
Wickliffe.
Leon Stancliff,a graduate student
in history at Middle Tennessee State
University, is coordinating the
event as a practicum for his degree.
the
throughout
Activities
weekend will include general camp
duties, period cooking and question
and answer sessions on late 17th
century themes, according to Wesler.
Special activities arc scheduled
for 11 a.m., 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.,
including flintlock musket demonstrations, flint and steel firemaking
and other period equipment.
Re-enactments of the 18th century at Fort Massac and Fort
DeChartres, and of the Civil War,
arc familiar sights to area residents, Wesler said. But few reenactors attempt an accurate
depiction of the 17th century.
"Strictly speaking, nobody was
here at the Wickliffe Mounds from

For more information about the
River Exploration 1670-1695 encampment call (502) 335-3681.

cs

VALUES
nimmtic

Murray High School band president Philip Brown acquires the
assistance of principal Bill Wells in drawing for the winners of two 52.
punch passes to the Cheri Theatre.The passes were raffled off to assist
in the purchase of a new equipment bus for the band. Winners were
William Smith and Linda Salley. John Stroube is band director for
Murray High School.

of visualizing declarer's hand and
utilizing this knowledge to obtain
the best possible result. Consider this
deal where West leads the king of
clubs,on which East plays the queen.
It is widely accepted that the play
ofthe queen under partner's king at
trick one signifies a singleton or possession of the jack. West therefore
returns a low club at trick two,confident that East will either ruffor play,
the jack.
When East wins with the jack, he
is faced with the crucial problem of
what to play next. Hut there are
many cluesto guide him to the proper
return. Mostofthese cluescome from
the bidding.
East knows that West must have
five clubs for his overcall, which
meansthat South has no more clubs.
He likewise knows that South bid
diamonds ahead of spades, thus indicating longer diamonds than

$1400

P.C. Hydrangau
White Heather (New)
Mockorange
Meidiland Hedge Roses

!zoo

$14°°
$1500

NURSERY STOCK
Helleri Holly
Monkey Grass (Varigated & Green)
0 Densiforrnis Yew (B & B)
GREEN HOUSE
Gardenia
•
•
Hibiscus (New Shipment)

Contract Bridge
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q ,1 83
111 86 4
• K 94
+853
EAST
WEST
+965
+ 74
11P J 7 32
11, A Q 95
•76 3
• 10 2
•QJ 7
A K 10 94
SOUTH
•AK 102
•K 10
• A Q J 85
+62
The bidding:
South West North East
Pass
Pass
2+
1•
Pass
3+
Pass
2+
4+
Opening lead — king of clubs.
Good defense is mostly a matter

--".••••11911

44
030 —®— 0—‘

4

1670-1695," Wesler said. "But the
French explorers like Marquette and
Joliet, LaSalle and de Tonti went
right by our doorstep. It wouldn't be
too far-fetched to think they camped
here for a night."
The Wickliffe Mounds Center is
open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily,
including Memorial Day weekend.

•
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spades and hence a 4-2-6-2 distribution. (If South had only one heart,
West would have overcalled with one
heart rather than two clubs.)
So, by putting these inferences
together. East concludes that a club
continuation would be futile and that
a heartshift maybe crucial. He therefore returns the deuce of hearts at
trick three.
The shift strikes pay dirt when
West cashes the A-Q to put the contract down ope. Actually, after taking the first heart, West may have a
problem deciding whether to try to
cash the queen of hearts or ace of
clubs, but it is an easy problem to
solve
East's lead of the deuce of hearts
(fourth-best)indicates that he cannot
have more than four cards in the suit,
so South must have started with two
hearts Westtherefore playsthe queen
of hearts and defeats the contract.

$45°
$4°°
2500
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Chenille Baskets

BEDDING PLANTS
.
Dwarf Asters • Petunias - White Ageratum
Bachelor Buttons - Marigolds
15e pack - $8 fliii
LANDSCAPING & SPRINKLER SERVICES AVAILABLE
Ask for Robert Hill or Tim Lemons
FINANCING
Available on All Services - 90 Days Same As Cash
Use Feron Clean and Feron Finish to make patio furniture gleam
Closed For

759-4512 4**1111114.Memorial. Day
Mon -Sett

402

Hwy. 94 East
Murray
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Sun 1.5
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AM/FM stereo
cassette player

AM/FM stereo
headset radio
This lightweight and corn- fortable stereo is ideal for
active people—there's no
cord to get in your way!
t Fold-up design for convenient storage. Bass
boost for superb sound.

Our lightweight portable
has a handy belt clip—
enjoy your music as you
work around the house or
just take in a nice, relaxing
weekend!
Reg. 39.95

Reg. 39.95 *12.103
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UGHT - DRAFT UGHT DRAFT
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Hear every nuance from
your CDs! Lightweight
6-oz. design and foam
earcushionelet you listen
for hours in complete
comfort. Gold-plated plug.

BARTI.ES & JAYMES
AND SEAGRAMS/
WINE COOLERS
REG. 113S15

Rog. 34.95 #33-1026
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750ML

750M1

1.75L
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750M1
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HALF PRICE! Radonbaek
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Preprogrammed
4-in-1 remote

See the light with
our Clear-Fone''

Take control of your TV, VCR,
cable box and stereo—all with
one remote! Easy—just enter a
one-time three-digit code for up
to four of your video or audio
components. A list of codes for
all popular brands is included!
Great way to replace broken
remotes. too. Rog. 39.95 •15 1904

[VINES

JACK DANIE1S
COUNTRY
COCKTAILS

See-through phone lights
up when it rings. A fun
addition to family room
or kids room. Features
a lighted keypad and
one-touch redo'.
Looks great on
desk or wall
Rog. 39.95 •43 371
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130MB hard drive
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True power computing at an affordable
price! Accelerated graphics with 512K
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Windows applications. Upgradable to
66MHz. Superior USA quality n.e.
*operas Nome 1499.119 •75 *30/404s/1965i

Includes Pf
Works for
Windows and a
Super Modem
Bundle
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Chapter M,P.E.O.
Sisterhood meets
THEATRESi
•.
i
.
•
.
.
.
.
,30
"Hot Shots"
3 20
Pan Deux

7 00
9 00
1 30
3 30
7 10
9 15

Sharon Slone In

"Sliver" (n)

JO'S DATEBOOK

Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood met Saturday, May 22, at
the home of Mrs. How4rd
Titsworth.
Dr. Cherry Watts and Mrs.
Jack Bclote presented a report on
the Kentucky P.E.O. convention
held recently in Louisville. They
were delegates of Chapter M.
Mrs. Titsworth and her cohostess, Mrs. Morgan Sisk, served
coffee and brunch prior to the
business meeting.
The next meeting will be Monday, June 7, at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Belote.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The "Ole Highland Park Reunion" %ill be Friday, Nlay 28, at 6
p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant, Murray. This is a group of former
residents of the Highland Park, Mich., area who have moved to this
area. The Rev. Raymond Riggs and wife. Winona. will be here from
Tennessee. Missionary Paul Robinson and wife, Amy, will be here
from South America and will also speak Sunday. May 30, at 6 p.m. at
Kirksey United Methodist Church. All interested persons are invited
to attend to hear Riggs and Robinson, followed by gospel singing and
fellowship. For information call Paul Redden at 753-7643.

1.30

"Dave"

3:35
7 00

(PGI.4)

Bingo Play planned at Aurora

•

The Jonathan-Aurora Action Group has changed its Bingo Play to the
Wishing Well at Aurora on Highway 68. This will be on Friday from 8 to 10
p.m. until further notice. Proceeds from the Bingo play will go toward local
projects of the Action Group including landscaping in the area, tourism
promotion and help for needy persons in the area. Play is open to the
public.
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Hutson reunion planned at Hazel

Arnie Lasha Ahart and
Sonny Joe Russell to marry
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The descendants of Henry Hutson and Stella Douglas Hutson will have a
reunion on Saturday, May 29, at Hazel Community. The event will start at 4
p.m. A potluck meal will be served. All relatives including children, grandchildren,. nieces, nephews, cousins, etc., and friends are invited to attend
this event.

Ahart and Russell vows
will be said on June 18
Arnie Lasha Ahart of Almo and Sonny Joe Russell of Aurora
announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
Miss Ahart is the daughter of Gary and Debbie Ahart. She is the
granddaughter of Homer and Betty Ahart and of Robert and Linda
Young; the great-granddaughter of Edith Elkins and Alice Young; and
the great-great-granddaughter of Tommie Pritchett.
Mr. Russell is the son of Jimmy and Linda Russell. He is the grandson of Robbie Russell, Charlie Chambers and May Joyce.
The bride-elect will he a senior _at Calloway County High School
this fall.
The groom-elect attended Marshall County High School.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, June IS, at 7 p.m.
at Hardin Church of Christ.
A reception will follow in the annex of thq . church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.

New babies, dismissals
listed in Tuesday report
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at - Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday.
May 25. have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Crawford baby boy. parents. Lea

and Christopher. Rt. 4, Box 465-1
Mayfield,
Henderson baby boy, parents,
Dawn and David. Rt. 7, Box 473.
Benton.
Dismissals
Dewey Franklin Pruett. Rt. 4, Box
84, Benton, Mrs. Vada D. Grogan,
1306 Farris. Murray. J.E Young, Rt. 1,
Sedalia,
Mrs Carrye Hughes. 311 South
13th St Murray: Miss Iva Nelson, Rt.
1, Dexter: Mrs. Levirn McNeely, 305
South 15th St., Murray;
Mrs Hallie Williams, 3077, South
Third St. Murray: Mrs. Karen Denise
Clapp. Rt. 2. Box 96, Wing°, Charles
Burkeen. Rt. 3. Box 380, Murray:
James Lyle Pridemore, 210 South
16th St , Murray. Lawrence Charles
Eakels, 505 North Fifth St., Murray;
Taz H. Lamb, Rt. 1, Box 75, Kirksey:
Bobby McCuiston. Rt. 5. Box 320.
Murray. Billy Bruce Wilson. RI 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Pearl Coleman. 304 Jones
St., Paris, Tenn

Registration For
••.

GYMNASTICS &
CHEERLEADING

414

Civitans plan yard sale Saturday

Murray Civitan Club will conduct its Spring Yard Sale on -Saturday. May
29, from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. The event will be at Eva's Sewing Center at South
12th and Poplar Streets. Anyone wishing to contribute items to the sale may
bring them to the basement of the Sewing Center with prices marked on the
items. Proceeds from the sale will go toward the support of the local
WATCH. Center, Special Education and Need Line.

Hospital retirees to meet Saturdatj

Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday. May 29.
at 10 a.m, for breakfast at Log Cabin Restaurant, South 12th Street. Murray_

This is for all employees who are retired or ever worked at the hospital For
more information call Nancy McClure, 492-8640, or Lottie Brandon,
753-3517.

Oakley reunion planned Sunday

The Oakley Family Reunion will be Sunday, May 30, at 11 a.m. at the
Shelter Area of Lake Barkley State Park. This will be a potluck event. Each
family should bring food for their group and also lawn chairs for seating. All
family and friends are invited.

Hutson-Dick reunion planned May 30
The

Hutson-Dick family reunion will be Sunday, May 30. aithe white twostory house at 114 Main St., Puryear, Tenn., across from the Community
Center. Outside games and activities for the children will be from 1 to 8 p.m
For any information regarding the reunion call 1-901-247-5804 and ask for
Glenna. All family members, descendants and friends are invited to attend

Stack Family reunion planned May 30
The Stack

family reunion for the descendants of the late William Stack
and Cora Bell Stack will be Sunday. May 30, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in older
area of Murray-Calloway County Park on Payne Streets. A potluck will be
served at noon.

Special trip planned by local clubs

Members of Murray Woman's Club and Hazel Woman's Club are
reminded of the up-coming trip to Memphis, Tenn., on Thursday. June 24. to
view the Napoleon Exhibit. The cost of the trip will be $62.50 which includes
meals, transportation and admission. Reservation forms may be picked up
at Calloway County Public Library and at Selections in Dixieland Shopping
Center. The trip is now open to club friends and family.

Former Murrayan is named
for Louisiana teaching honor
Donna Jacks Ingram, a third
grade teacher at West Monroe,
La., was named as one of Louisiana States Educators of
Distinction.
She has taught for 23 years.
Mrs. Ingram received her Bachelor of Science degree from Mississippi State, her Master of Arts
from Murray State University,
and did graduate work at the Uni-

ilrtic

CLINIC

Ages 3 and up - Classes begin June 1
,
clarzE cMattz'
i. 2anc.E cSiudio
903 Arcadia Circle
CALL: 753-0605

4

Donna Jacks Ingram
versity of South Carolina.
While in Kentucky, she taught
schools at Symsonia, Calvert
City, Paris, Tenn., and McKenzie,
Tenn.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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* RAINCOATS
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We ve reduced lots of
one-of-a-kind
pieces of
wicker and rattan furniture
and accessories 40% to 60%
off regular prices
Plusmany groups reduced off
their already low sole prices.
Shop now thru Saturday afternoon for great memorial
Day savings.

10% Off
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Meldrrely
20% Off
All
Wilton
Cake
Accessories
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CALENDAR
Friday, May 211

Thursday, May 27
Murray City Connell/7:30 p.m./CIIY
Hall
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m /Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Compassoolate Friends/7:30 p.m./board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital In1o/498-8324 or 762-1274.
Friendship of Paris. Tenn./7:30
p.m./Fang- -!ureau Building. -Parrs.
.Broach. 753-3580.
AA and AI-Anon closed meetinfs/g
p.m./Senior Citizens Center. Benton
Chapter SO of Disabled Amencan Veterans and Auxiliary/7 p.m./Legion hail
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
' Stockade
First Presbyterian Church events
include Pulpit Nominating C.snmitteerl

Nngles

pm
First Baptist Church events include Convention Uniform Teachers/11 a.m., Men's
Softball/6:30 pm.
Thursday. May 27
Southwest Elementary Pnmary Assessment Program/5:30-6:30 p.m.
Humane Society of Calloway County 17
p miAnnex of Calloway County Public
Library.
TOPS 41469/6 p m./Anncx of Calloway
County Public Library
Ladies' Fun Night/Oaks Country
Club/5.30 p.m.
Market Place VHS meeting for those
Inv tilt cd/7 p.m./St. Leo's Catholic

Chur,h
Friday, May 28
Murray Kentucky Lake Chapter of
Retired Federal Employees/11 10
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Summer Teen -Age Volunteer
Program/10:30 a.m./third floor education
unit of Murray-Calloway County
llospital.
Parkinson's Support Group/2
p.m /private dining room of Murray Calloway County llospital. Info;
762-1100
Ole Highland Park reunion/6 p.m./Seven
Seas Restaurant
Single Too/6:30 p.m. at University
Church of Christ parking lot to go to
Fxecutive Inn for meal and show by Rick% Van Shelton. Info/Celia, 753-6078 or
Wynnona, 753-7845.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.ni.-2 p.m./lor

Weeks Center/open 9 am.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Breakfast for S2
at 8:30 am.
AA and Al-Anon open to newcomers/8
p.m./American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple. Murray. In1o/753-8136
or 435-4314
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
m
.4-p6
- -Fourth - St /open
753-if
Murray Art Guild open 10 a m.-4 pm
Games for members only/8 p.m /Murray
Moose Lodge.
First Christian Church events include

West View Nursing Home worship
SCIV

Ci11

am

?Kick Off S •
Mithi A V
D•K•K

Friday, May 28
First United Methodist Church events
include Senior Adult Fellowship/9:30 a.m.
to go to Nashville, Tenn
Art Exhibit of "Baskets: From Art to
Kitsch/on display today through July
16/MSU-Eagle Gallery of Doyle Fine Ads
Center. Murray State University.
Purchase Region workshop for teachers
and parents/9 a.m.-3 p.m./Murray High
School Library.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m -4 40 pm
I.and Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10:30 a m and 130
p m dlomeplace; Planetarium show/11
and 2 p m./Visitor Center.

er

The Side Door Gift S1oppe7
Your complete bridal registry headquarters
20% Off Fine China and Crystal
Free $25 gift certificate for the bride when you
register fine china or crystal
Your Lenox
dealer for china,
crystal, china
stone, glassware

Br:den:aids gills
and all your bridal
afreSSOrieS

Clara Nell Henson,
Open 6 days
Owner
."‘
Nights & Sundays
by appointment
1106 Main, Benton, Ky.
527-1184

You're sure to find our
new summer merchandise
colorful and exciting!

Connie Smith
Summer Gymnastics Camp & Classes
4001
Summer Classes
Begin June 1

UP TO

25%-50%

OFF

senior citizens' activities.

Beginners/Intermediate
Gymnastics Camp

Former...

June 7-11

on early spring groups

Advanced Camp

New Shipment of Southwest Accessories

(Cont'd from page 6)
During her years at Columbia.
S.C., she taught fourth through
- sixth grades and was curriculum
coordinator for six years.
- She is married to Jerry Ingram,
a professor at Northeast University, Monroe, La. They have one
son, Caleb, 13.
Mrs. Ingram is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd Jacks of
Murray.

June 14-18

Cheerleading Camp

-LW)(

June 21-25
•
Call Now To Reserve Your Spot

MLLti
. 14r•Zr.t ;Tine.f

753-6705 or 753-1976
641 South Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

zee/

305 N. 12th • University Square • Murray • 753-7441

* Our classes feature the use of a spring floor *

33% OFF
BRAS, BRIEFS, BIKINIS AND DAYWEAR
SALE 9.75
NICE 'N SPICY' DEMI-BRA
A. Reg.$13. Lightly filled demi of nylon tricot
and lace cups. A, B. C cups
cup PnCed Sbght'y Surer

SALE 5.25
NICE 'N SPICY* BRIEFS
B. Reg. 7.00. High-cut with scalloped lace
sides and cotton-lined panel. Nylon tricot.
Sizes SL

SALE 15.07
BALI' UNDERWIRE BRA
C. Reg. 22.50. Flattering support bra with
lace top cups of polyester. Nylon/LYCRA•
spandex. B, C cups.
htly h her
D cup views

3 FOR $9
LACE-TRIMMED BRIEFS
D. If purchased separately, $5 ea. Vanity
Fair° Lace Nouveau nylon briefs with lacetrimmed sides. Sizes 5-8

SALE 7.50
CROSSOVER BRA
E. Reg. $10. Underscore'seamed natural
up crossover bra of nylon and nylon/
s• •dex. A. B, C cups.
,Or
0 CUP Mood 111.9"'V'

4 FOR $6
ADONNA• BRIEFS
F. II purchased separatsly, 1 99 ea
Tailored briefs of Vivaria' nylon
Assorted colors. Sizes 5-7

SALE STARTS FRIDAY
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SuperSonics steal road win from Suns

gal

By MEL REISNER
AP Sports Writer

PHOENIX — The Seattle SuperSonics finally found life on the
road.
They found itwith -a gutsy 3-pointer by Sam Perkins and they found
—E.e.
it with -34 points by RiCkYlsier
The result was a 103-99 victory over the Phoenix Suns on Wednesday night that left the Western Conference final even at one game
apiece.
"I wanted to step inside the circle and take a 2-pointer, because
that's what we needed," Perkins said of his 24-footer with 9.8 seconds to play. "I just went outside and saw a man open, but I wanted
to take the shot. I didn't want any mistakes to happen."
Perkins was in a dreadful slump before hitting the winning basket,
shooting 25 percent in the two playoff games. On Seattle's previous
possession, he forced a fadeaway 3-pointer with sufficient time left on

the shot clock.
But this time, over Oliver Miller's arm, his shot was true, putting
Seattle up 101-99.
"Sam, he's so good and smart," Pierce said. He got open on that
three. He's our best 3-point shooter by far."
Pierce, like Perkins, was coming off a .tough game, having scored
only six points Monday night, when- the Suns won 105-91.
"I wanted to come out early," Pierce said. "I didn't get involved
in the first game. I normally get involved in the transition offense.
That's when I do my best — get them on their heels."
After dropping their last four playoff games away from home. the
Sonics ended their jinx and snapped Phoenix's five-game home winning streak.
The best-of-7 series now shifts to Seattle. where the Suns did not
win this season. Game 3 is Friday night.
"We can win on the road when we have to." said Seattle's Eddie
Johnson, a former Sun."We did it in Utah (first round), and we did it

here."
After Perkins' clutch shot, Danny Aingc of the Suns attempted a
floating one-hander from the baseline. Charles Barkley of Phoenix
elbowed Shawn.Kemp underneath, and Kemp hit both foul shots with
1.7 seconds left to make it 103-99.
,'We're•not a pretty team, and -I don't think we're ever goMg to be
a pretty team, but we're a- pretty good team," Seattle coach George
Karl said.
Pierce, who scored eight points after Phoenix, took an 80-70 lead
with 11:17 left, was backed by Perkins with 19 points and Kemp with
16. Dan Majerle led the Suns with 29 points and Barkley. added 24.
Both had 10 rebounds.
The Suns held 6-point leads after the first, second and third quarters, but poor foul shooting finally caught up with them. The Suns
made 26 of 41 free throws - to Seattle's 25 of 32.
II TURN TO PAGE 9

Hill sets Expo record
in 6-0 win over Cards
Hill
MONTREAL (AP)
my next start:. Hill said. "I felt
didn't realize what he had taccomthe groin the whole game. You
plished; all he was concerned can only take the pain so much. I
about was a victory.
couldn't take it any longer. It
Hill became the first Montreal
hurt when I lifted my leg."
Expos starting pitcher to win six
Hill got all the support he.
games in a row at the start of aneeded in the third on RBI sinseason.
gles by Delino DeShields and
-"I didn't know that," Hill said
after he pitched seven shutout Marquis Grissom and a runinnings in a 6-0 victory over the scoring - groundout by Greg
St. Louis Cardinals on Wednes- Colbrunn.
But a solo-homer outburst in
day night. "It's a novelty but it's
a W. We need wins."
the seventh put the game away.
DeShields, Lou Frazier and ColThe Expos, who are second in
the NL East, 5'/2 games behind • brunn went deep.
the division-leading Philadelphia
Phillies, need wins to maintain
pace with the majors hottest
team..
Hill (6-0) left the game in the
seventh inning after reinjuring his
right groin muscle, which he hurt
last week while running in Philadelphia. He gave up three hits,
three walks and struck out two,
while lowering his ERA to 2.41
Staff Report
Expos manager Felipe Alou
Murray Lodger & Times
and pitching coach Joe Kerrigan
visited the mound to check on
Murray State sophomore
Hill midway through the seventh
sprinter
Heather Samuel rap
finish
wanted
to
he
Hill
said
but
her best 200-meter time of the
the inning, ant did.
year at the Indiana Twilight
"I couldn't tell you if I'll miss
Track, Meet in Indianapolis
Wednesday, but still just
missed automatic qualification
for the NCAA 200-meter dash
championships.
Samuel, w,ho won Wednesday's race with a time of 23.32
seconds, bettered her provisional qualifying time by more
than half a second. She needed
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
time of 23.28 to automaticalRATE GUARANTEED FOR
ly qualify for the NCAA 200.
ONE YEAR.
A native of Si. Johns, Antigua, Samuel was trying to
EARLY SURRENDER
qualify for her second NCAA
CHARGES APPLY.
championship race, as she had
already qualified for the
FARM
NCAA 100 - meters on April
BUREAU
24. She bettered her automatic
qualifying time Wednesday in
INVESTMENTS
Indianapolis, finishing second
Also Available As I.RA.
in the I(X) in 11.20 seconds.
Her previous best 1(8)-meter
performance this season of
11.21 seconds at MSU's Twilight Invitational was the thirdbest recorded time in the
Bob
nation when the week began.
Cornelison

Samuel fails
in second bid
for NCAA meet

EARN
6.20%

753-4703
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Calloway County shortstop Marti N1cClard takes a poke in the Lady Lakers' 9-8 loss to Hickman County in the First Region Softball
'Fournament at Mayfield high School.

Lakers hand Falcons regional win
By JOHN P. TAYLOR
Murray Lodger & Times Stall Writer

MAYFIELD, Ky. — Wednesday's First Region softball
game between Calloway County
and Hickman County was one
of missed opportunities.
When the smoke cleared, the
Lady Lakers miscued on more
of their chances than Hickman
on its. The result was.a 9-8 win
by the—Lady Falcons of Hickman County.
"They tried to give it us, but

we just didn't take it," said
Tommy Greer, Calloway County's coach.
For the contest, the Lady
Lakers stranded eight runners,
including two at third base, and
had two runners tagged out at
home plate.
"We can't say we didn't have
our chances to win this game
and advance," said Greer.
The game began on a positive
note for Calloway, which
scored three runs in the first
inning. Senior KaDonna Ran-

the bottom of the first when the
Lady Falcons picked up two
runs, both with two outs. The
two-out-rally syndrome plagued
the Lady Lakers in their first
round District game, also. The
problem spread to the second
inning, when Hickman put four
runs on the board after Calloway had made two outs.
Andrea Edwards' two-run
homer highlighted the attack.
- - "We made too many mental
III TURN TO PAGE 9

St. James has clear picture of Indy
By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer

INDIANAPOLIS — Lyn St.
James already has driven Sunday's Indianapolis 500. Many
times.

She calls it visualization, creating in her mind the traffic, the
passing, the maneuvers and splitsecond decisions she'll have to
make on race day. It's an
approach that has made her return
to Indy a lot smoother, a lot more
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

Dixieland Ir
Center

dolph, playing in her final high
school game, opened the frame
with a single. Marti McClard
and Linda Stubblefield reached
on errors, scoring Randolph.
Molly Wisehart then smacked a
high fly to left field, which
scored the two baserunners.
Later in the inning, Wisehart
was thrown out at home plate.
"We felt good at that point,"
said Greer. "We hit the ball
well, and crossed three over the
plate."
The 3-run lead narrowed in

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450

753-MEAT

Open: Mon-Fri 7•S Sat. 11-12

V isa-MC-Olscover

Good
Thr u
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Cash & Carr

Rain Master 3 Installs up to 60% taster and offers more than
any other conventional gutter
*Specifically
designed
one person installation

relaxed than her rookie race a the car is doing."
year ago.
St. James, 46, the second
"1 watched Nigel Mansell do woman in the race and the first
his test before Phoenix.. He was since Janet Guthrie in 1979, put a
the only one on the track', and yet race car chassis in her Indianapohe was moving all over the track. lis apartment last year to help
He was passing cars. He was prepare for her rookie race..
actually creating race cars and
Her crew put a spring underpassing those cars while he was neath her helmet to simulate the
doing his test," St. James said force of gravity she would feel on
Wednesday. •
the race track, and she had a
"You're taking everything to computer screen in front of her
the nth degree of perfection. It's on which she could plot her lap
one thing to do 500 miles...a
constantly take the perfect line.
That's not preparing for a
St. James was the highest
500-mile race, because you're not finisher among seven rookies last'
going to have all the race track. year and the only one still runSo 1 saw what he was doing. and ning at the end. She completed
I was doing that with visualiza- 193 of the 2(10 laps, finished 11th
tion. You want to feel everything 'and was voted rookie of the year.
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'Integral leaf guard and dnp
edge eliminate expensive
add-on components
'Flat gutter installs easily folds
up and snaps in place

Corse in and let our building
materials esparto design
your gullet Installation.
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1993 Pontiac Bonneville SSE
All pwr., plus heads up display, AM/FM
w eq., pwr. sunroof, remote entry,
clumata+ control air,compass,driver information renter, twilight sentinels, only
km miles.

$25 900
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BELLES AND BEAUS
(Saturday, 8 a.m.)
1A. Woods, Danny/Irene, Parker, G T /Bronda. Jones. Mark/Judy 18. Parker,
J P /Laura. Brewer, Delmar/Burlene. McNamara, Michael/Sue Lamb 2. Hargrove,
Stan/Kristi, Darnall, Prentice/Lou. Robinson, Jim/Ruth 3A. Kemp. Hal/Joy Roach;
Alexander. David;Donna. Willoughby, Doug/Partner 38. Flood, Jess/Shirley, Manning. Joe/Partner. Sandusky. Harry/Linda 4. Willis. Dale/Connie Lampkin, Lampkin.
Rick/Stuela Foster, Wilford, Mary/Partner SA. Lile, Clyde/Paula. Hough. Robert/
Billie. Garland. Tim/Teresa SB. Whitten. Pete/Evelyn. Maggard. Tom/Betty Hill,
Gerald/Jody 6. Clayton, Dwight/Laverne.Zarf. Ronnie/Debbie. HoInft., Bob/Nancy
Rogers 7. Wood, Charles/Betty. King. Kenny/Carol, Adams. o/Kay 8A. Elam,
Bart/Vicki. Speed, David/Carol, Vassar. Billy/Paula 88. Stone, Glen/Marlene.
Tynes, Phillip/Ann. Pierce, Mike/Partner
9. Holloway, Tim/Pat, Atkins, Bob/Betty. Cohoon. Greg/Pamela 10A. Stone
Gerald/Sue. Falwell, Jerry/Karen. Williams, Joey/Pam 10B. Noel. Dalton/Peggy
Newcomb. Monty/Missy. Durden. J /Partner 11. Dillon, CharlesNirginia. Dodd. Bill
Mickey. Stone, Jell/Debbie 12. Boggess, Mike/Ten Lamb. Billington, Robert/Karen
Pecliey. Thomas. JirnAliancla Brown 11. Martin, Carl/Robbie. Rooker, Jesse/Debbie.
Shaw Ken/Cindy 14A. Haywood, Pete/Angie. Caneer, Gary/Dianna, Cluertermous,
John Joanna Gibbs 14B. Ahten. Ted/June. Roberts, Bill/Ada. DarnaN, Ted/Carolyn
IS. McKinney, Bobby/Linda. Epps, Walter/Claudean. Driver, Ellie/Ann N. Myers.
Gfyliz. Morgan. Chuck/Janice. Yates, Kiem/Kathye /7. Ritchey, Clarence/Karen.
Wallace, Art/Edith, Schmidt, Herman/Margaret. 18A. Johnston, Richard/Mabel. Ray,
Malcolm/Martha. Everett, Billy/Judy 188. House, KerVLadonna, Browning. David/
Gail Drake. Cody/La Donna
(Saturday - 130 pm)
1. French. Tom/Judy Camp, Herb/Hazel, McKelvy, Fred/Helen 18. Walker. Max,
Murrelle. Martin. Davicaraca. Schroeder. Mike/Beth 2. Farmer. DavidGallimore.
A Gallimore, Eric/Partner. Wilson, Jim/Janice 3A. Willoughby. John/Suiter. J .
Enoch. Bobby/Desi. Elliott. Butch/Belinda 38. Villanova, Raz/Diane. Genovese.
VinceBobo. Theda. Hunter, Hal/Mary 4. Cadwell. Rechelie/Panner. McCabe,
James/Partner Porter. Andy/Cindy SA. Green. Fred/Motheral, JoJo, Hendley. Mike/ .
Jackie. Hicks. Jeff;Duncan, Phyllis SB. Lemond,
Howard. Danny/Linda.
Pritchett. Gary/Marsha 6. Brann. Bill/Carol, Sosna, Stan/Jenny. Alderdice. Bill:
Barbara 7. Rutledge. George/Judy, Lamastus, Jim/Bonnie, Lamastus, Bob/Shirley
8A. Burgess, Tom/Martha. Tharp, Tip/Ann. Collie, Lynn/Judy 88. Chandler. Gary.
Barbara. Rothschild. Ricky/Susan Morefield Danny/Dowra 9. Lamb, Jimmy/Sheri
Davis, Billy/Evelyn, Ray. Robert Priscilla
10A. Miller. Gary/Della, Tuggle. Tom/Sherry. Bradford, David/Brooke 108. Tucker. Scott:Jarrett, Lisa. Byars, Gary/Faye. Neale, Jim/Patsy 11. Atkins, Ricky/Mary.
Hargrove. Charlie/Mary. Dick, Virgil/Susie 12. Moss. Mike/Janice, Lovett. Purdom..
Hughes, S . Mann, Steve/Carol 13. Smiddy, Jack/Pat, Johnson, JerrylRosata. Ice
Charles/Martha 14A. Weis. Tom/Sue. Watkins. Jerry/Reda. Oliver, Max/Linda. 148.
Herndon. BarryNicky, Dierut, Bill/Jody, Towery, Steve/Cindy 15. McCallon. Jerry;
Ethelene Morris. Walden/Kathye. Fike, Tommy/Tanya 16. Chilress. Vernon/Betty.
Bain, Mack,Mary, Seale. Bill/Polly 17. Johnson. Jim/Janice. Woods, Dave/Dons.
Hatcher, A R .Melva 18A. Jones, Sam 'Farmer, Martha. Tucker. Mac/Donna. Jackson, Tot/Hilda 188. Robertson. Chuck Carol. Steele, SteveNirgina. Scott. Randy'
Mary

Athletics.
The game was a 4-hour marathon played in an off-and-on
rainstorm. When it was over, the
Check out these numbers: 31
prevailing feeling was disbelief.
hits, 23 runs, 22 LOBs, 13 pitch**Nobody's figured this game
ers, nine doubles, five wild pitchout yet, and nobody ever will,"
es, three blown saves.
Minnesota first baseman Kent
No. that isn't the total for all
of Wednesday's American. Hrbek said.
":Did we win? Scrmebody said
League ganies: lrall happened in
we won. 1 don't remember,"
one game - Minnesota's 12-11
victory over the Oakland joked Twins manager Tom Kelly.

Just how hot are the Los
Angeles Dodgers? So hot that
even the loss of Orel Hershiser
can't stop them.
Hershiser left Wednesday
night's game against San Diego
with a bruised right elbow, which
was hit by Kurt Stillwell's line
drive in the second inning. But
the Dodgers went on to beat the
Padres 8-3 for their ninth straight

We also offer:
-FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
.Moisture Barriers
-Automatic Temp-Vents Installed

AP Sports Writer

CALL TODAY AND SAVEll

SER ALL

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Phone 753-6433

"We didn't make our tree
throws, and that ultimately killed
us in the end. It's tough when
you play well and, don't hit
them," Majerle said.
Phoenix coach Paul Westphal
diagnosed it the same way.
"We shot a relatively decent
percentage: our main problem
was that we missed free throws,"
he said. "We could have had a
lot better cushion, and they
woukl have had to play things a
little differently."

That's State Farm
insurance."

HOME

are Farm Insurance Companies
0//ices Bloomington Illinois

INSURANCE

MAJOR LEAGUES
All Tones CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East ()melon
W
29 •6
OStra.1
26 22
Toronto
25 2'
Pie* Ye.%
24 2;
Boston
19 24
SAtivautree
19 26
aortunore
19 28
Clayerane
West Oryteron
L
W
24 •9
Chrcaqo
Caitornia
23
2:"
/4 :1
Texas
Kansas C',
2: 2'
21
Swank.
24
•t.', 24
Oaklans
'7
AAnneSeta
WedneadsyS Games
Cletrrx 1 00514, 2
IkAnneso,a 12 Oalc-ane
Cie...Mane 7 ;eras- 6
:
Batiosore 6 New
tAtvrau•se 8 7cruns-•
Karsas City 4 Cn;r1:.•.
Soothe 2 Car.1orrsa
Thursday • Gam es
TAIsauaee 'Bores 1: a'
• • •.
11 35 1
,
Kansas C.), •.4.1,0,
12 35 oi•
uonosola
215 on
rno•e
Balt
3-1i 672

victory - their longest winning
streak since 1980.
When the Dodgers were slumping earlier this month, manager
Tom Lasorda forecast an eightgame winning streak. Now he's
thinking of even bigger things.
Hershiser remained in the
game after Stillwell's liner ricocheted off his elbow, and got the
final out of the inning. But he
was removed for a pinch hitter in
the bottom of the inning.

a

644
565
543
S22
412
422

Arontrea

;
Sc.

Pet
558
515
511
5"2
489
4,77

- •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Doctston
W L
Pct.
31
14
689
565
26 20
512
22 21
511
21 22
488
22
21
444
2C 25
341
15 29
West Diyasoon
66
t.0
L¶6 Pc

Your Home
Other Structures
Personal Property
Additional Living Expenses
Medical Payments
Comprehensive Personal Liability
Damage to Property of Others
Options to suit your needs

GB
5.
8
8
9
11
15 ,
_GEI

81 4m'J
•'.
21
57
23
1 6
4
2
23
7 2°
23 22
7
157
511
9,
21
25
11
27
14
9 32
4
"
304 16
Wednowlsy's Games
4 San Franctsce 2
•
6 St
0
•
V" 5 Phuadelphra 4

Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CAR, FARM, BUSINESS
coverages too

"
4 A
Stlania
bu ''
C3.o,azo 3 Houston 2
.as A^;43.9s 8. San Dego 3
Thursday's Games
.
Ii.i .Posen 3 41 at Pinstri,roh IWalk 5-31 6
4.1'" ,Srnott: 441 at C,nrinnah ifc 6-11 6''
••••,1-•

rarc,sca Bach 3.0; at Ctncalo 11-14:45a•n

Cer2rado0 76,ai Houston iDrabek 4-51 7 (1`,
0
▪ y ;,yees scheduled

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY & TN
SHELTER
759-1033 or 753-0873
INSURANCE
- 401 S. 12th St. - Murray

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th

(Next to McDonald's)

We'll always be there for you.

739-9888

Shelter

errors in those innings," Greer
said.
Down 6-3, Calloway began to
rally in the third. Stubblefield
hit an inside-the-park home run
to cut the deficit to 6-4. The
defense held Hickman in the
bottom of the inning and Calloway's bats came to life again in
the fourth and fifth innings. The
Lady Lakers posted two runs in
each of the two frames for an
8-6 advantage.
Another missed opportunity,
however, came when Ruth Ann
Ferguson was tagged out at the
plate.
Hickman went ahead for
good with three runs in the bottom of the fifth.
After a quiet sixth, Calloway
took its last stab at tying the
game in the top of the seventh.
Randolph opened with a
single. McClard flied out and
Stubblefield was intentionally
walked. Wischart hit a single,
but Greer held Randolph up at
third.
"That was the right move
despite the outcome." Greer
said of his decision to hold up
his fleet-footed senior. "There's
only one out and surely I
thought we could hit 3- fly hall
or an inlield hit to the right
side."
\oiticr ol thOsC two things
li.ippened. however, as C4110-

Makerle, who had 10 points in
the fourth" period, appeared to
save the team with three clutch
shots. The last, a 10-foot clock beater with 3:06 to go, gave
Phoenix a 95-90 lead.
But Kemp hit his last six free
throws, and Perkins dropped a
3-pointer with 1:58 remaining to
cut the deficit to 97-96. Kemp's
second pair of foul shots gave
Seattle a 98-97 lead with 1:23 to
play.
With a minute to go, Miller
gave the Suns a 99-94 lead with a

way 'finished the game with
bases loaded. Ashlec Turner hit
a short fly ball to the third baseman and Ferguson hit a hard
liner to left field, which was

i

Insurance Cm.. Home Office. 1817 \V Broadway. Columbia, MO 65218

11-11-111- 11 111 TN 1C-11
E•11111111_11L11111_111.111111

layup alter Ainge's scoop
The SIMs then missed a chalk,:
put the game away when Hark Is'
rebounded a shot by Kemp with
38 seconds id t. IA ith 17.4 se
onds to go. Materle's pass went
of Barkley's I ingerlips out of
bounds.

Now Open Sundays al MOO aim,

The Sonks, who lleVer led i3s
more than three points until
Kemp's last two shots. (mire bounded the Suns 41-;'). Phoenix
was up 54-48 at the kilt and led
76-.70 alter three quarters,

== IN= MIN

▪ Lakers hand Falcons...
FROM PAGE 8

Murray, Ky.

We can provide information and coverage for your

Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

•SuperSonics steal...
FROM PAGE 8

Manager - John Hutching

"Serving You Since 1963"
When You've Tried Them All Call SERVALL

Dodgers remain red hot
By The Associated Press

Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
home when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25.00
every three months fully guaranteed???

By CHRIS SHERIDAN

Listed below IS the Saturday lineup for the Oaks Country Club Belles
and Beaus Tournament, which will be held on May 29 and 30.
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caught.
Calloway finished -us seastin
13-16. Hickman ads ,iii Cs in the
regional tourna me itt ss 101 a
16-1-1 record.

ERE

I.D.
___Foper
TIRES
___

BUFFET
FASTFEAST BUFFET FASTFEAST.BUFFET FASTFEAST
Sunday
$999
I 1A1/1C11
9 Lunch $99 Dinner,
Buffets only$699 I Buffet Only
Li Buffets only V

2

'Mast present coupon before ordeRna

'Mast present coupon before ordenng

dile • tar

Coupon Not Good
With Any Other
OfTer
Good thru 60193

-.
•

Coupon Not Good
1Wtth Any Other OfTer
thru F.1793

-'Gond

Good.Sunday
May 30 from 11 to 2
'Moot present coupon twfor• nnierIng
Coupon Not Good
(c
irits
•
5.11th Any Other Offer
I
-

,

a

Dine-In and Pick-Up

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

* WAREHOUSE TIRE *

Call

%AN

753-1111

400 Industrial Rd.

7531656
CHESTNUT ST.

13143 tUU

Closed
'Memorial
\ Day

1
11-

CtIr II__

----

"Aunt present coupon Wore ,wdenns

Check Out Our
/ Everyday Specials
365 Days A Year!

*WNW
LOCATED ON 641 S
12 MILES SOUTH OF THE HOLIDAY 1NN IN MI NIT1A Y

2 Ten Topping Med. Pizzas
$1299

PURYEAR TN
101-247-S79x

OPEN FOR Lem•ii e4T II

A & A AUTO
RENTAL

2 Ten Topping Large Pizzas

111 i It

$16"

i (ii ilii Kim I 1 'ii 5 NI .i 1411.\1
SENVINI; MEM( ‘s .
MIA SANDNIl III • 1 KIM II 'ii oi II til l'\I
4:A1JAN ORM Ns N I 5100 4/1 I A\ \ll sill I

,

leoe in. hal 1 •
Peva Dralreirey
onrssi Crum ,
5.('ina* N•••••ort

Saturday, May 29 - 9:30 p.m.

Metropolitan Blues All Stars
(Prom Lexington, IV )
/

/

.

DINE IN,
PICK-UP,
DELIVERY

Large 15"
Taco Pizza
$999
carpi.. An. Gonad VIM. Any 111.y r
tare Thee RIM

v4

•

.*
• •
-mm
••
rx
••1 ‘
;•
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Sword-wielding soldier shot

1),10,1 vi
It uni

41111

oIIinçiNilIs
u.rser

v_._*407
R. 12th. St.
Murray

111%

'1

753-1725

STOREWIDE

sr

Happy Hour
Friday

5:30-730

WEEK!

p.m.

Leaf Briefs Radio Show on WSJP every Monday at 10:06 a.m.
Call in and ask questions.

N

Fast GrowingiBurning BusI
36-42"
Shade Trees

2 Money Back Guarantees
FREE Gifts
502-753-1891

19.95 50% Of

,,,,,,,„

College Scholarship
Locating Service
Murray, KY 42071

P.O. Box 1300

To report local news call 753-1916
Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah *

under investigation and no details
would be released in the
meantime.
Relatives in Thomscn's hometown of Sparta, Wis., said they
were not satisfied with the
Army's explanation. Paul Thomsen said the Army rcponed his
son was having problems, but it
wouldn't give the family details.

College For
FREE
)
14/
Money For
Nothing

Creative Landscaping

15% off

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— A soldier waving a sword was
shot to death by military police
after refusing to drop the weapon,
a base spokesman said.
Spc. Richard P. Thomsen, 22,
died Tuesday after being shot in
the chest outside his unit headquarters, Maj. Ed Gribbins said.
The spokesman said the case was

ioroscopes

* Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah ***

FRIDAY. NMI 28. 1993
(For your personalized daily
June Dixon horoscope, based on
your own date of birth, call
1-900-988-7788. Your phone
company will bill you 95 cents a
minute.)
TODAY'S CHILDREN are
clever with their hands and love
to fix things. They may even try
.4.epair" Aousgriold appliances
that are no yot broken! Their
inquiring minds will be put to
excellent use if they decide to
become' engineers or mathematicians. These affectionate Gcminis
like to share their good fortune
with family and friends by giving
expensive presents.
HAPPY BIRTH!)‘11 IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF VOCR LIFE:
Oterseas tratel ina lose its appeal.
llotteter. shorter trips %%ill be both
profitable and tun. lit late summer.
v our business attairs ill shin% nett
promise. Financial pressure.. ease.
Listen to %Mir intuithin and refuse to
our eggs into one basket.
put
Eme and marriage enjo cspeciall
fat orable influences next tall. Steer
clear of casual romantic Ci k owners.
December is the ideal time for a
utiiin. Patch up a misim
i nt:
t illtildre
Iair
,e
CF1.01RITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: A-inger
Knight. actress Sondra Locke. basketball star Jeri-% West. author lan
Fleming.
ARIES \larch 21 -April 19o:
At oid forcing issues at ttork iiLi
help ou gain the .id .intage

NOTE: OPEN MEMORIAL DAY

** Pay Nothing

1994

•

**:, PAY NOTHIN

Memorial Day

(No Hold Overs)

**

UNTIL

41K

C.0
"0

DIM 1994

Cir

ALL
CIO
CC

ete
C

;114

Stateevide
Setaa94,1

Bedroom
Living Room
Dining Room
Occasional
Mattresse
& Box Springs
TV's & VCR/s
Appliances
Accessories
Patio

forts this tteek. A pull. base tor .1/4 our
honk' or Lund), should please sour
lot ed Ones,
IRGO I
23 - Sepi. 221:
.\s lull tettiiii umooperati‘e or !leg-

LIMO

•

a
.
a a
•

Friday 9:00 - 8:00
Saturday 9:00 - 5:00
MONDAY 9:00 _ 5:00

Substantial Factory Incentives'

605
Up To

uumo
IkeI tawmpsim
I

•
a•11

mklgy_ 1994

I

• ma

Final
3 Days

Ma

•
II.

•

V-•

be postponed until more information
is at adable.
TAum's(Am! 211-V1av 201: Reet. aluate our plans for the WHIR'.
Weigh the odds ver carefull if a
change of emplot merit is intolt ed.
Take care of d4estic tasks before
rela‘ing at home this etening.
GEMINI (Mat 21 -June 2.11i:
Charm ttill help :.ou get tx hat ou
mkarir. Protect !.our image. Prot Kling
an.v.ers tt hen VIP. need them
boosts our reputation tor efficienct. Do not telt too heat il on the
folks at home.
- CANCER 'June 21 -Jul 221:
Positive de\ elopmeras take place
behind closed doors. A long-range
plan is clarified: e‘perts agree! Get
the red out of your checkbook.
Transform %ourself into a budgetconscious financial tt ward.
LE0 dui\ 23-Aug. 221: Your
g
sobnii)
k.r
f:Ilicsu%soicT
occur
hen sudden change.

Monday, May 31st • 10:00 - 5:00

Til lagi
* Not One Penny In
Payments!
• Not One Penny In
Interest!
• Not One Penny

All on Sale!

40K
401

OFF

u I umm. 'it
gt.;
4 ;ICir
"
% 1:1 ;\11.0
S :•:11
!:
ss ork ts ill stand out! Prominent people recognue :.our talents and
respond latorabl.
LIBRA Sepi. 23-Oct. 22 I: 1 our
1 10iiiiniikalgpav.
11
:1111(
in)
fotri a.n.
i),L
unsi
,
tlAth.%:ksmt:Iiigoc.
appritach lets other people knot% that
ou mean business. hunk big.
SCORPIO Mo. 23 Nos . 21
Make -caution- tour motto todat
Conflicting emotion, ma % cloud
!.our Judgment ts here emplotment
or financial matters are concerned.
Err on the side of sato .
SAGUIA. \RIES (Not. 22-Dec.
2 I
‘N iii k,onditions improve.
thanks to our swim nature. -NCNA
duties otter our an opportimut to
polish tour skills. If entertaining at
• home tonight. keep the menu simpie.
('APRl('OR' I Dec. 22-Jan.
191: A cherished dream mot es closer to becoming realit‘. lrusl sour
hunches. Your efforts to improve
eommunicatton tt ill open nett
doors. Grant fat ors It ,M.ou calm.
2"-1mu i
M Ubme.nit11t
2.
)
8:
s:lh1.t:iSins
ic nR
lacannhm
Secret tt.r‘
causing embarrassment. Be careful.
People or etents at a distance continue to affect titrt- finances in an
astounding 1•a),. Riimance becomes
more serious.
PISCES (Feb. 19-‘larch 20):
Careful budgeting' tt ill help itti
.stretch sour dollars. Do sour homework tilorottglil sum that ‘ou can
proceed ttith confidence. -You are
strongl favored in a legal or political matter.

0_21.111TNIV:1

Ite€d Eete.4!
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In Home Design Assistan,_e
Available
"Pay Nothing 111 May 19941
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Here Tomorrow To Service What We Sell Today!
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Division Of Kelley Wiggins Furniture. Inc
Benton. Ky • 365 N. Main
Poducoh. Ky • 451 S 16th
527-3481 • 1-800-589-6224
442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
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Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report

MRS. VADA D. GROGAN
will officiate. Jerry Bolls will
direct singers from Glendale
Road Church of Christ where
Mrs. Grogan was a member.
Pallbearers will be David Martin Douthitt, Cecil Griffin Douthitt, Paul Douthitt, Blake Douthitt,
Daniel Crutchfield and Luke
Douthitt, active; Clifton Cochran,
Bob Mclugin, Dr. Eugene Schanbacher, Harry Erwin, Johnny
Bohannon. William T. Looney,
John Miller and Gene McDougal,
honorary.
Burial will follow in Wingo
Cemetery- in Graves County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may

be made to Potter's Orphans'
Home, Bowling Green, or to a
favorite charity.

Ralph Boyd
Wear
Services for Ralph Boyd Wear
will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Roth Funeral Home.
Paducah. The Rev. Dan Masdcn
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Peter Blair,
PattElHairi Harold Often, David
Crcason. 'Billyw Thompson and
James Littlejohn. Honorary pallbearers will be elders of First
Christian Church and past and
present employees of Paducah
Sun.
Burial will follow in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens,
Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.ni. today
(Thursday).
The family requests that
memorials be made to First
Christian Church, Paducah.
Mr. Wear. 85, Paducah, formerly of Murray, died Tuesday at
5:15 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Survivors include one daughter, Mary Jacqueline Simpson, one
grandson. Robert Thomas Simpson, and two great-grandchildren,
Christopher and Emily, all of
Paducah; two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Glenda Marshall and Mrs. Joyce
McKinney, Paducah: one stepson.
Charles Hooper, Livingston
County; two sisters, Mrs. Charlotte Kletka, South Bend, Ind.,
and Mrs. Mary Florence Perdue,
Paducah; two brothers, Pat Wear
and Toni Wear, Berea; an aunt,
Mrs. Sadie Nell Jones, Murray;
seven stepgrandchildren; three
stepgreat-grandchildren; several
nieces, nephews . and cousins.

The Mayfield/Graves County An
Guild will be offering a six week
course in Stone Sculpting beginning
Tuesday, June 1, at 7:00 pm. at the
Guild Gallery, 121 West Broadway,
in Mayfield.
Instructors for the course will be
Bill Nelson, Mayfield sculptor, and
Brent McKinney of Paducah. The
works of both men have been
featured in local exhibits extensively and they served together as
Co-Chairmen of the Graves County
Bi-Centennial Stature Commiuce.
The course will teach the necessary skills in stone sculpture, beginning with the early rough shaping
and concluding with instruction in
fine finishing details. Students will
be provided with a piece of limestone and the in-class use of tools as
pan of the enrollment fee. Students
should expect to complete a finished
sculpture by the end of the course.
Tuition for the course will be
$25.00 for art guild members,
$45.00 for non-members, with one
year membership included in the
non-member course fee, so that
students can participate in future
guild activities at member rates.
Pre-registration is required. To
register for the course or for more
information, call the art guild at
502-247-6971.
The Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild Gallery is accessible to individuals with disabilities and any
interested individuals are encouraged to participate in guild activities.

Itagral-Slals 140~1 News $ervIce keg 77, ton
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•
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11 14 15271 ~.

11006
.......---$.71.1111-340S
US 1-1 I11•311*
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Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
-Computerized Records
-Cards & Gitt
-PCS -Medimet
-BC-BS -Paid State Aid
-Health & Beauty Items

•15%

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

753-1462

109 S. 4th St.

FISH. SEAFOOD - BAR-B-CI - SANDWICH- BREAKFAST

S3H3Nr11 31V1d

Mrs. Vada Douthitt Grog

HOG MARKET

SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0

Art guild offers
six-week stone
sculpting course

Obituaries
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Mrs. Vada Douthitt Grogan,
87, of Farris Avenue, Murray,
died Tuesday at 11 p.m. at
Purycar Nursing Home, Puryear,
Tenn. Her husband, William Thomas Grogan, died March 20,
1988.
She received her Bachelor of
Science degree -from Murray
State University and attended
Tulanc University. New Orleans,
La. She served as a school principal in New Orleans, taught school
in Calloway and Graves Counties
in Kentucky, and taught at a private boys' school in Memphis,
Tenn.
_
Born Aug. 10, 1905, in Graves
County. she was the daughter of
the late Lawrence Douthitt and
Attie Matlock Douthitt. She also
was preceded in death by one sister, Mrs. Ethel Lester. and five
brothers, Ezra, Ira, Noel, Cecil
and Boone Douthitt.
Survivors include four
nephews, Ira Douthitt, Chattanooga, Tenn., Earl Douthitt, Tulsa.
Okla., Louis Douthitt, Murray.
and John Douthitt. Clarksville.
Tenn.; two nieces, Mrs. Martha
Eichelberger, Chattanooga, and
Mrs. Fanajo Porter, Dallas, Texas; 14 great-nephews and nine
great-nieces.
The funeral will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale

....
a- a alhea••••

•

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
Hwy. 121 North • 759-1884
Friday & Saturday
All You Can Eat
Club Steak

10 oz.
Toss Salad

Pond Raised

Catfish Steaks
Choice of itA
ti'-z• "
Potato
Texas Toast
Tues., Wed. & Thurs. Saturday & Sunday
County Ham
Shrimp Special

$4.25

I
U)

$3.15

$3.75

to
—4
rTI

ra.
,

Breakfast
IT
ISVANY3E18 - HOIMONVS - 0-8-E1VB • C100AV3S • HSIT

Self-Cleaning Oven

30" Electric Range

Prices as of. g AM
Company

Trellis Burien Stone

Chg

Price

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ..... +18.27
DJIA Previous Close ----3540.16
Air Products.....------.433/s - 'Is
A T & T......_.-........... 621/1 +
Bell South ......................52N - 1/4
Briggs & Stratton ..... 641/4 - 'Is
Bristol Myers Squibb...597/s
.45 + s/s
Chrysler
+ 'Is
Dean Foods.....
+ 1/s
Exxon
unc
........
Fisher Price
Ford Motor..........-.......531/s +
+ 1
General Fiectrk
+ 3/s
General Motors
Goodrich........................463/4 + 1/1
+ 1/4
Goodyear
+ 3/s
1 B
Ingersoll Rand............... 343/s unc
unc
K U Energy.--................ 29 • N
+ 'Is
Kroger .......-.....
& E
L
1/s
McDonalds
Merck .....-.......-............3834 •
J.C. Penney................. 473/4 +
3334A
Peoples
Quaker Oats..................731/2 • 3/.
Schering-Plough..........._677/. • V.
54'12 +
Sears
641/s + s/s
Texaco............
Time Warner..----- 383/s + 3/1
21
30/
UST
28
Wal-Mart

The funeral for Trellis Burien
Stone is today at 2 p.m. at Western Oak Grove Baptist Church at
Buchanan, Tenn. The Rev. James
Williams is officiating.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with arrange-

ments 'by Rawls Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Stone, 83, of Hazel died
Sunday at his home.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Berniecc Cowan Stone, and
one sister, Ruth Stone, Toledo,
Ohio.

Finance or
refinance your
mortgage loan
with us.

REPLIBL.K.
I .7111

‘1.1,11
k...11. Li

7;9- 1630

it
34

A Sense of Harmony
Single Owner Care - 3 Bedrooms - 2 Baths - Neutral
Colors - Can add up to 84

21.

4
1
/

Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

Murray Appliance & TV

Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492

'Your General Electric, RCA & demi Air Dealer"

212 E. Main St.

753-1586

AMY misON;Ledgef & Times photo
Mayor Bill Cherry, seated, signs a proclamation designating Fri-

;
Arc
H!WARD
LYONS

Our Rest Investment Is You.
1.11 Hbvil 7/L lyers Irc • WPM

01/6.•

$399"

RCA Attractive&TMordablc

OniuF

price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

( dhoti" unn,
mid ilitit 0..
Analog lot and Antonini( o‘ci) mutt
oxt. ii (loot
lincnot o(cii light 1(1.ii k

acres.
Dial Century 21
For Your Showing

• Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in This
stock
UNC

,
1 .1`A‘Crt kiLiIlit

Mir ard SPC

day and Saturday, May 28-29, as the annual "Buddy Poppy" sale
as poppy chairman and incoming commander Day(hal Turley of
VFW Post 6291 watches. The poppy. sale will be conducted both
days from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. at the Murray and Mayfield Wal-Mart
stores. The proceeds will benefit disabled veterans in the area.

&
SUPPL1
Prices good thru June 1, 1993

J.T.M. Meat & Field Meat
JLLJJ

Reg. 22.99

Hamburger 3 Field
Hot Dogs
& Pepsi

10-6 Friday
10-5 Saturday

All Profit Donated to First Baptist
Summer Youth Mission Program
wr.

Listen to WBLN, Friday &
Saturday for all the excitement!!

s

4%.

109

Sta-Dri 20 Lbs.
For Leaky Basements°

40-60-75-100 4 Pk
30' Less Per Pack Always'

Waterproof Masonary Paint

$100

$100

1999•

Light Bulbs

Reg. 6.97
349

500

799

20' Black Vinyl

9' Roller-Frame-Tray

Vinyl 5/8

Lawn Edging

Paint Roller Set Garden Hose

x 50

Treas Lumber Dowit center

side In our Concession
Stand Wagon
dç

\
uctf

Open

7 Days
A Week

liel-Air Shopping ("enter Murray, KY
759-1390

XIIISe

toss
730-11; Hsi. 11-41 Sun. I 8
Locations — Renton and Lake City
ado Pries. Gaussi at Murray Store Only • Other

lo"

e
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Classified

7
,

a
Deadlines are I days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
FAHNik:Its 1,‘Itkl. I
010
020
025
030
040 .
050 ...

Legal Notice
None*
Pervonals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EN1I'Lsi`i

190
370
390
400
550

S

Help Wanted

410

070

Domestic & Children.

540 .

090

Situation Wanted

100

Business Opportunity

110

instruction

Public Sale
.

753-1916
OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
,.I-.l(%

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

\I

060

. ....For Trade

560

Free Column

570

Wanted

230
250
290
530

HEM. i:sir.vrt: ItrAT %I.

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

Available Thru Ape $4.
Our most comprehensive policy pays tor
Skilled, intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever For free information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance'
753-4199
'tree local dam service'
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clo
thing Suppqr 754 4545

1lees n things
Custom Printing For:
Clubs, Organizations,
Family Reunions, Businesses, Churches.
Dixieland Shopping Cit.
759-1972

Idell - Dallas
Hutson Family Reunion
to be held Sunday,
May 30th at 114
Main,
Puryear,
Tenn. (Across from
Community
Ctr.White 2-story house.)
Please attend!
1 p.m.-8 p.m,.

This is Honey Billy
Pex in his early
years These days
vou'll find not-so-Bone y Billy Rex driving
nails instead of driving old wrecks!
Be sure & wish
Billy Rex Paschall
a Happy 50th
Birthday today!

Outside games &
activities for the
children.
Any information
regarding,
Call and Ask for
Glenda!

Cars, Custom Vans, and

Vans For Moving

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

We love ya!!!
J.T.S.S.S.
LOOKING for good 9 ball
players 64 available slots
sign up now to be assured
of slot Game date June 13
1st place $200+ 1st eight
places pay Call Break
Time Billiards Dixieland
Shopping Center 759-9303
for information

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
YUMAN

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
south to Sq Hale Road, nght on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile
11014 i'Pro

PO Box 1033

Murray

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If von are in reasonably good health &
.tti answer no to a few questions you
Inav qt ialify for preferred rates. Below
Are a few moult* preferred rates at
cliff-err-Tit ages for a $4.000 00 POLICY
FUSALE
age 40 - $8.13

age 50 - 9.85
age 60 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80

42.49

11-0 ritilintc guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
7U-4190
Moptiaevile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray. KY
"Our 119th year a service"

•

For Sala Or Lease

Business Rentals

420

Horne Loans

Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

060

Vie family of Porter
Clulcutt would like to
gratefully acknowledge
their 4nki and appre
tuition or the many acu
of koldriess and support
shown in the care and
passing of their loved
one.
Our special thanks go
to Dr. Hollis Clark and
the efficient, attentive
and caring nurses in die
C.C.4/.; the gracious
staffofIlla/ockColeman
5-1Sntrue Horne; Rev.
yohn Dale and Dr. Greg
Earwoodfor their words
of comfort; Bettie Stoll
for the beautiful organ
selecuons that he JO
loved- and to the many
other family members,
neOlibors, and friends
for all of their prayers,

_

co7lortuig

words, floral and food
attributes.
Our sincerest skinks
to all and may God bleu
each of you.
The 5-ansily of
'Porter Cfulcutt
Evs/yrt W Chilcuit
& faintly
'Billy& Shirley Smith
& family
Charles & Barbara
Cfulcutt & family

41s0

WCOD

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR TRALER TRAPING NTERS
12111APION, TN

For $15.00
Easy to get appoint
ments.

Kut-N-Kurl

(Doors open at 6-00)

365

No54:c17.1311.11 Yo,,Present

Southside Shopping
Center
753-1682

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

age
age
age
age
age

(yesterday)

300 Minutes

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

KALE
40 - $9.45
50
12.37
60 - 17.69
70 - 28.93
80 52.73

Eleshia,
Happy
14th!!

Get A Tan
Anytime

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

753-0466

The Panhandler

1-800-334-1203

Ugly Duckling
MMEall
Locations Coast to Coast

01-4 N TO THE E'llf+1 C

Fitz & Floyd
Dinnerware &
Accessories

901-247-5804

America's Second Car

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

tees'n'things
1
._

SWEDISH 'BOY 17, anx,
ously awaiting host family
Dixieland Shopping Cit.
Enjoys sports computers
759-1972
Other Scandinavian, European high school students
arriving August Call ELI- TUTORING From Ky CertiZABETH (502) 782-2861 or fied Teacher for ElemenBOO SIBLING
tary children Your home or
libraries Flexible times
Call
$10 per hour
753-6726 anytime or leave
message on machine

285 Mobilo Horne Lots For Rent

Card
of Thanks

AURORA Pizza Magic GeBel-Air Center
nuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
CONFEDERATE
5pm Closed Mon and
silver
$$$$$$$$$$
474-8119
Tues
$$$$$$$$$$ coins, proof1-800-649-3804
sets, stamps at Decades
Ago (Hazel), Bookrack
(Murray) We buy, appraise Christopher's
Coins 753-4161

New Arrivals
American Biker
Harley Davidson
T-Shirts

Mobile Homes For Sale

030

LONESOME in the
Country Wanted Someone for companionship to
share my home I'm 69 and
would like female in her
60s fm in the country
quiet & peaceful Call me
after 6pm 436-2252

(tY eitY
The family of
Porter
Bramlett
would like to thank
all the many friends
and relatives for the
food, flowers, cards
and your prayers
during our time of
sorrow.
We would like to
thank Bro. Tim Adcock for his words of
comfort,
Mrs.
Oneida White for
the beautiful music
and the Miller Funeral Home for their
care and concern.
A very special
thanks to Dr. Hollis
Clark and his staff.
God bless each of
you.
The Children
060

Help
Wanted

ACCEPTING applications
for cosmetologist and manicurist 753-3688

NURSING assistants &
dietary help needed
901 247-3205

AMBITIOUS individuals
needed for House of Lloyd
Party Plan Part-time work,
Full-time pay no collecting,
no deliveries $500 kit supplied
Call Today
800 264 2166

OAKWOOD Studio is now
hiring for telephone sales
positions • Excellent pay
work from your home Call
753 7050 and ask for Mar
ina or Scott

AVON sales big money,
innovative technique no inventory investment Free
kit
appointment
1 800690-AVON

PARK Rangers. Game
wardens, security, maintenance. etc No exp necessary For info call (219)
769-6649 EXT 7159 8am
to 8pm 7 days

CONSTRUCTION
SUPERINTENDENT
Scattered site housing
program Excellent earnings potential Two years
construction experience required Degree preferred
Send resume to Superintendent. 3418 Lone Oak
Rd - Paducah, Ky 42003 Or
call 502.554-3267

SERVERS wanted Lake
Resort part or full-time
362 4444

COOK needed at Roper's
Donut Shop 1409 West
Main 3am shift serious
inquires only

SHEETMETAL worker with
minimum 2yr experience in
ductwork installation Apply
at 802 Chestnut St. Murray

DRIVERS J B Hunt $Learn
To Earn$ You can learn to
drive a truck for J B Hunt
Find out more about training that will put you on the
road to big pay and great
Call
benefits
1 800 845 2197 If you
have a CDL call
1-800-368-8538 EOE
Subject to Drug Screen

THE Courier Journal is
looking for a self motivated
perSOn to deliver one of our
Sunday only routes in the
Murray. Hardin area Must
have reliable transportation
& a cash bond If interested
call D
Hussey at
1-800-866-2211

FRIENDLY HOME PARTIES now has openings for
demonstrators No cash investment part time hours
with full time pay Two catalogs, over 700 items Call
1-800 488-4875
FULL time employment in
optometrist office Send resume to PO Box 1040 Y
Murray Ky 42071
FULL time experienced
night time cook Must work
weekends apply in person
Ann's Country Kitchen
Hazel

GAME wardens, Security,
maintenance etc No exp
necessary For info call
DANCERS waitresses (219) 769-6649 EXT 7159
$500 plus wkly 642 4297 8am to 8pm, 7 days
after 6pm Doll House Hwy HOUSE painters for local
79E Paris Tn
contractor experience is
DRIVERS Experienced necessary Call 753-2407
WOMAN looking for someleave message or
OTR flatbed benefits as
one to move into my home
753-9382 after 5pm
signed new conventional
with me in Murray For inbonus
equipment, sign on
LICENSED LIFE AND
formation and interview call
flexible time off and more
HEALTH
AGENT
753-7211
Run 48 states Call immedi
NEEDED Quality proately Roadrunner Trucking ducts high commissions
1-800-876-7784
with advance before issue,
DRIVERS. GET IN GEAR! lead system and benefits
(Must qualify for advances
At Munson Transportation
ND I young female
and benefits ) Call
pay
and
respect
get
you'll
te collie has
252-2581
support you deserve We 1 800
Farm
have opportunities for corn
LPN position available for
Rd nu
pany drivers and owner
full or part time 311 or
Strawberries
operator and also offer a 11 7 Competitive salary &
training program for iflex
excellent benefits Contact
perienced drivers In return Barbara Clapp Director of
you'll receive top pay and Nursing West View Nut's
benefits for you and your ing Home 753 1304
family, plenty of miles ex
DO you need a JOB or do ceNtsnt equipment and THE BEST TEAM PAY ON
THE ROAD COVENANT
you need help in making piec• Of mind Call
TRANSPORT Now Heing
posewe advances for the
11100• 423 7629 MUN
future We have 22 J08 SON TRANSPORTATION OTR Team Drivers
Starting at $ 27 to $29 psi
OPIENING9 for poor* be
EOE
mile plus bonuses to S 39
Moen the ages of 16 22
Home most per nide pad hesift and
years it you are not in DRIVERS
Small Ligon life insurance motel/
school Call 753 937$ five ere•liends
26 wets layover pay (*Whoa&
M0414001
pays
days a week between
cents a mile plus vacaftin pay, spouse noi
00ern 300pm Vie we an $e 31
tebremest and permit sales asimeen•
EOE The prefect e funded taletIONS
by Pe Western Kentucky Mart union Average $500 true& dms.1. Wad graft
*woo ales
w•icern•
Private Industry Carnal fill week Cal Jan
3113
416)
I $OO 461 4304
JTPA
Help
Wanted

RN position available 11-7
for Nurse Supervisor Competitive salary & excellent
benefits Contact Barbara
Clapp. Director of Nursing,
West View Nursing Home
753-1304

WANTED position(s) open
for part time church choir
DRIVERS Over-The-Road • director and/or church orVan,flat 35 states One ganist Send resume & reyear's experience verifiable ferences to Worship Corn
start 25 cents 28 cents mile mittee First Christian
with 3 years Benefits Call Church 111 N 5th. Murray.
Ky 42071
1.800-444-6648

DRIVERS WANTED Flatbed Experience New
Conventionals Paid
Weekly Loaded Empty
Miles Life Health Insurance Bonus Rider Program ADVANCED DISTRI
BUTIOM SYSTEM
800 364 1047 24 hours
7days week

Advertisers we requested to check the
first insertion oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & nmee will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

120
130
For Sale Or Track
Want To Boy
140
150
Articles For Sale
155
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
160
165
Antiques
170
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sawing Machined
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260 .........................T.V & Radio
380 ---------------------Psi.. & Supplies

070
Domestic
Childcare
ABSOLUTELY Clean, Experienced,dependable
cleaning service Home or
office References Call
436-2569
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable & experienced references Call
Linda 759-9553
WILL clean houses Have
references, 753-8995
WILL clean houses, reasonable rates, references
437-4064
WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474-2131 leave
message

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 51 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper ellies. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

240

instruction
cJanz Aatiz

I will sit with elderly nights
experience and references
Call 753-4590 for
information
SEWING jobs wanted including formal wear
753-1061
100
Business
Opportunity
DEALERSHIP LOG
HOMES America's finest
Log Home manufactuer
needs quality wholesalers
Earn excellent profits Full
or part time Lifetime warranty Call Mr Jones for
business opportunity info
1-800 321-5647 Old Timer
Log Homes Mt Juliet TN
EXCELLENT business opportunity with reputable nationwide company Part
time or full time Call
901 588 1091 7pm 10pm
HOME
LOG
DEALERSHIP-Top Log
Home Manufacturer seeks
Dealer Protected territory,
high earning potential, full
training & leads provided
Need not interfere with pre
sent employment Models
starting at $15696
1,600 264,LOGS (56471
BRENTWOOD LOG
HOMES 427 Raver Rock
Blvd. Murfreesboro TN
37129

119111101fte

Opautaellee
eon re I Ur
ase• S re I up
7994417
While Oselwest

Miscallaneous
2 ROW pull type tobacco
setter, $550 753-8428

cznce c5titclio
CHEERLEADING
& GYMNASTICS
Clinic
Beginning June 1st.

753-0605

1988 CLUBCAR with auto
matic charger Batteries
2yr,s old 753-2558 after
5pm
210
Firewood

140

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUE & Art Pottery,
primitatives, oak furniture &
hull McCoy Roseville pottery 435-4327
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray
USED lawn
354-6781

MID-SOUTH Musicians
Network Get listed in &
receive a directory of area
musicians & technicians of
all shapes & sizes (pros
amateurs) Phone for free
brochure, (901) 642-0773
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk. 753-9600

mowers

CARPET Buy Direct from
mill Save 40% Samples
sent to your home No mid
dlernan First Quality Call
for information 1 (800)
346-4531 Gold label Car
pet Dalton GA
GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking mountain top
views of Smoky Mountains
Fireplace balcony, kitchen
indoor pool jacuzzis Hon
eymoori and weekend spa
cials, Free brochure
1-800-242-4853 (205)
988-5139
GET MARRIED Beautiful
chapel in Smoky Moun
Gatlinburg
tains
Weddings simple to eleg
ant Photographs flowers
Irmo videos lodging ordained
minister
1 800 242 7115
MYRTLE BEACH RESORT
VACATION
RENTALS-Studios 1 and 2
bedroom condo housekeeping included Indoor
outdoor pools and more,
Summer rates from
$506'week FREE BRO
CHURE 1 800 448 5653

MYRTLE Beach SC
BAHAMA
CRUISE Oceanfront Resort Sum
6Days/5 Nights over mer weekday special from
bought Limited Tickets, $199 five days Sauna
5'x8 TILT trailer with 8" $289 per couple (412) pool hot tub HBO efficienwheels, good condition 439-5127 Ext 409
cies, close to everything
753-6131
BUILDINGS Cancelled Or- Holiday South Motel
8x13 STORAGE building or ders 3 All Steel Building for 1 800 982 1604
150

Articles
For Sal*

a room $400 753-9908

immediate delivery save
Thousands Due to CusBOGARD trucking and extomer Error 25x40. 35x50,
cavating inc We haul top 40 x 80
Call Now
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
1-800-374-8730 (factory
rock rip rap 759-1828
direct)
FRESH Kentucky Lake cat- OLD-FASHIONED WEDfish, Murray Bait Co DINGS Candlelight cere753-5693
monies, outdoor weddings
overlookFRIGIDAIRE chest freezer Mountain Chapel
Gatlinburg
near
river.
ing
capacity
in
8 3 cubic ft
Everything provided Ac753-6898 after 6 30pm
commodations Romantic
HARDWOOD flooring Carriage Ride Reasonable
$1 29/sq ft. kiln dried hard- prices Charge Cards ac
delivered ce pted
wood,
Heartland ,
502-526-2824
1-800-448-VOWS (8697)
LET us make your clothes, ROMANTIC CANDEalter and repair Uniforms LIGHT WEDDINGS
and sportswear, rentals, Smoky Mountams, Orgowns and tuxedos Ruth's dained Ministers, elegant
See and Sew Country chapel, photographs. NorSquare 1608 N 121 Mur- als, limos, videos, accomoray 753-6981
dations, modest prices, No
SNAPPER riding mower, waiting, no blood tests
TN,
pull start, good condition, Gatlinburg.
new blades (never used) 1,800-WED-RING
$400 Call 489-2395
TV tower and antenna also
tv disc 753-5870

I

•40

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ade
40% Matelot, bid Ran.
80% Duassant 3rd Ran
(All 3 Ads Most Ran Within 6 Day Pined)
11.75 per ideas well uses fw TiasSabiSlvesping Guide).

110

060
Help
Wanted

DRIVERS
Start 24
cents 26 cents Earn to 30
cents Home regularly, tree
medical dental retirement
$1 000 tarp pay, safety bonus conventionals Requires proven experience
and 23 years of age Hor
nady Truck Line
1 800 648 9664

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

11===
......... Computers

\If

270

310
1 HANSPOlt1 A 11ON
........ Motorcycles 320
470 ...
Auto Services
480
Auto Parts
485
Used Cara" 330
490
.V
...
495 .
40
Used
500
Ca
re
510
Boats & Motors 360
520

Notice

RI- \I

Mobile Homes For Rent

280

300

nn

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

ADJUSThENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

•

UNIDEN Satellite Television system with wire mesh
dish antenna System is
24 years old Cost $2500
new First $600 takes it
(We're on cable now)
753-5154 after 5pm
WEDDING dress size 16
all accessories Boys
clothes size 68,children
492-8443
games
5pm-9pm
WOLFF suntan beds
Sales service bulbs &
parts Financing available
753-9274
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
New Commercial Home
Units From $199 Lamps
Lotions-Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog
1-800-462-9197

CLASSIFIED

TIME share units and
campground member
ships
Distress sales
cheap, Worldwide selec
lions Call VACATION NETWORK U S and Canada
800-543-6173 Free rental
information 305 563 5586

KEN TENN Investigations
owner J B Wilburn specializing in criminal civil
domestic and insurance investigations 14 years law
enforcement experience
Bel Air Shopping Center
5 0 2 7 5 3 - 386 8
502-436-6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee

CLASSIFIED

METHODIST
,11A,.
METHODO:.7 r4'.-.Z.,1

Mc.KENZ:E

Immediate opening for Paramedic to
work full-time in Methodist Hospital of
McKenzie Emergency Medical Services. Applicants must be licensed in
Tennessee. Full benefits. If interested,
please contact:
Elaine Parish, EMT-R.N.
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
945 N. Highland Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-5344
E.O.E.

The Murray Board Of Education is currently
accepting applicatatis for the following positions:
Music Teacher at elementary school level with
possibility of one section high school chorus.
Comprehensive certificate preferred. Deadline
for Applications: Wednesday, June 16, 1993.
General Vocal Music Teacher at middle school
level. Must be certified in subject area. Deadline
for Applications: Thursday, June 17, 1993.
Sixth Grads Teacher - Certified at grade level
with interest and experience in geography. Deadline for Applications: Thursday, June 17, 1993.

Now
Furnishings
FURNITURE
and
waterbed good condition
Must see Tom at 1004 Main
Street
QUEEN see waterbed with
bottom drawers storage
Full headboard with REM
$250 753 9665 or
$103200

Spesal Idweatien Towhee at middle school
level. Certified in *WOKS area. One year position.
Deadline for Applications: Thursday, June 17,
1903.
Tardier et Replish sad Animalism at high
school level. Certified ia subject area. Deadline for
Applications: Pride", June I& 1903.
P4Timelier(first grade) Primary certification
wombed. Deadies: Thursday. Ante 94, 1103.
The abeveztisas are ter the 190344 school
year. UM
leftward peruse should submit an applisause is
Ids- ass
arm Ilmaad
OH Papier arose
Meopep. IT 4111101
A'TTP• Wells aim or Bob Lewis

t

e
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41111lami

330

270
pertments
For Rent

Mobile
Hornes For Sale
1983, 14x60 FLEETWOOD Front kitchen large
Irving room, 2br 759-4844

4 CAR dean-up shop, office, paved lot, air
753-4509

1989 14x70 CONCORD
cathedral ceilings. jacuzzi,
carpet & vinyl, extra nice,
753-9959
$14,500
9am 5pm, after 6pm
489-2068

FOR Rent-Butiness Retail
or Ofhce4pace in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
110

Want
1990 FLEETWOOD 14x72,
To Rent
garden
tub,
bath,
2br, 2
custom oak cabinets, like 2BR farm house in country
new Must sell' Come look' Must have good heating
Make offer' 753-8428
source I have one infant &
pets Can not be more than
home
COMPLETE mobile
services Phone and cable $300/mo Please call
installation Gallimore 762-3185 Mon -Fri from
1-5pm
Electric 759-1835
CUMMINGS Meter Poles PROFESSIONAL couple
looking for 3br home to rent
Specializing in mobile
for approx 4 5yr in Murray
home electric services 200
area
For approx
amp $375 100 amp $325
$450-500/mo Have refer435-4027
ences 759-1347
LARGE selection of used
homes Dinkins Mobile
Apartments
Homes, Inc Lake hwy 79E
For Rent
Paris TN 1-800-642-4891
MOBILE HOME REPOS 1 2.3.4BR apts furnished
FOR SALE Singles/ very nice, some with
doubles Financing avail- _washer & dryer, near MSU
able Clean, late model No pets Also room for rent
homes Green Tree Finan- 753-6111, 753-1252 days
cial Corp'Kentucky. 753-0606 after 5pm
or 1 & 2BR apt for rent, near
606 2 2 3 1 0 1 0
1 800 221 8204
campus Call 759-9980
MOBILE Home Loans Pre- 1BR furnished apt Nice
owned mobile home financ- and dean, dose to caming 1976 and newer from pus $175 per month
Green Tree Financial 753 7276
Competitive rate Fast,
friendly service Call for an 1BR & studio apt available.
application today' appliances furnished Coleman RE 753-9898
800-221-8204
QUALITY homes, low
prices and dependable service have made us one of
the southeast's largest &
oldest retailers Shop and
compare, you will find that
we will have the best value
for your housing dollar
Dinkins Mobile Homes,Inc
Lake Hwy 79E, Paris, TN
1-800 642-4891

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
28R, 1", bath, wld hookup,
carport & deck, $350mo
$350 deposit 753-6266,
437-4855
2BR apartment No pets
$250 deposit required six
month lease $250 mo
753-3415 or 753-0409

2BR apt, large rooms very
280
near-WU for up to 4 stuMobile
dents, washer, dryer.
Homes For Rent
stove, refrigerator furnColeman RE
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, ished
electric or gas Walking dis- 753-9898
tance to college 753-5209
2BR apt near campus No
pets 753-5980
255
2BR apts. spacious all
Mobile
appliances including
Home Lots For Rent
washer & dryer $450q•no
,
traile
BEAUTIFUL
753-4573
toED
He°,
2BR duplex central hia.
appliances furnished
?!-night
Available now in Westwood
MOBILE Home Village Subdivision Coleman RE
$75/mo, water furnished 753-9898
Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR duplex, appliances
furnished. $395/mo plus
deposit No pets 7511266
Heating
before 5pm
And Cooling
CENTRAL air & heating 2BR duplex, 1411A Hillunit for sale Very good wood Dr, $350/mo
price $900 Call 753-2766 759-4406
ONE 7 5 ton gas heat, 2BR near MSU. Central
electric air unit 753-1300, heat & air, available now
$300/mo, appliances &
after 7pm 489-2116
lawn maintenance furnEmbassy Apts.
HEAT pump, 2'4 ton ished
Trane, nearly new. See ,at 753-9898.
Randy Thornton, Co or NICE 2br duplex, central
phone 436-5018.
h/a, satelitte, $375/mo No
pets. 753-7457

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts:
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
#280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood River
Embayment. The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for
your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course, only seven miles from
Murray.

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wingo - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 753-9822 after 5 p.m.

2BR, Sherry Lane Estates
New & very nice AU appliances furnished, including washer & dryer. central Fifa, quiet neighborhood
Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR unfurnished apt re
frigerator and stove in
duded Clean and nice
Close to campus $300 a
month 753-7276
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 2br duplex central
tea, appliances, carport,
$400 mo 1817 Ridgewood No pets 753 7457
NICE 2br duplex central
gas h,a, stove, refrigerator
& dishwasher furnished
Washer/dryer hook up 1*,
yrs old on North Wood Dr
$400/mo plus deposit No
pets Days 753-1953.
nights 753-0870
NICE 3br, stove & refrigerator furnished, carpet
throughout, central tea.
available May 1 $450,mo
plus deposit No pets 105
No 16th St Days 753 1953
Nights 753-0870
NOW available lbr furnished apt with paid utilities
lease & deposit No pets
436 2755

NEAR MSU, kitchen living
room privileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753-2905 for more
information
SHOP located at 406 Sunbury Circle overhead
doors gas heat Call
753-0839 or 436 2935

For Sale
Or Lease
RENTAL property 4 or 5br
house in town under
$30,000 753-9669 after
7pm
370
Livestock
& Supplies

489 2259
ARC registered Miniature
Schnauzers 2 females 1
male ready to go June 4th
$150 1st shots & heartworm preventative
436-5728
CHOCOLATE Labrador
Retrievers. ARC registered, shots & wormed
Stocky & chocolatey Available now 901-642 1953 af
ter 5pm

Now Open

1 ,', STORY 3 4br house
with gas heat, large corner
lot, 605 Sycamore,
$400ern0 753-8767 or
753-2339
2BR 1 bath 1 car garage
on 94W, $300/mo. $300
deposit central air & gas
heat 753-6633
3BDRM. convenient location, $500/mo, lease required, no pets 753-3293
3BR 1 bath at 501 S 9th
753-7027
3BR. 2 bath decent neighborhood, some new carpet
& vinyl, 701 Broad St,
$395,mo 753-8767 or
753-2339
5BR 3 bath house extra
nice in ground pool
$850mo Shown by appointment only 753-5870
NEAR Aurora 3br very secluded, good condition,
$250/mo, $400/security deposit & 1 yr lease. references 442-5647
SMALL house with 2br for
rent East94 about 10 miles
from Murray $200/mo plus
deposit. 354-6729

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
Dog Grooming
All Breeds, All Sizes

South Side Shopping C.

759-1768
GREAT Pyrenees Puppies. registered Large
beautiful guardians for
livestock and children
Wormed and vaccinated
Charles Moon, Fulton (502)
472-1543
HAPPY JACK SKIN BALM
Promote healing & hair
growth to hot spots on dogs
& cats without stenods
Available at 0-T-C At
SOUTHERN STATES
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEEK-A-P00 puppies,
7wks old Call 753-0747
PEG'S Dog
753-2915

Grooming

-al 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. with your resume in hand.

CHEVROLET PEPPERS
600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

2-Party
Efackyard Sale
Thurs., Frl. 8 Sat
May 27, 28, 29
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
807 N. 201/1 St.
Many good & useful items
including custom curtain
rods, lamp shades, good
clothing, linens, shoes and
much, much more
Ran or Shine

6 Party Yard Sale
Between 102 &
104 N 18th
Thurs , Fri , Sat
8 a m -??
No Early Sales'
Adult ft baby clothes, car
seat, swing, high chair,
furniture, TV cabinet, port
able dish-washer, rowing
machine, light fixtures,
geramic tile, answering
machine,
household
items. collectables, misc

Garage Sale
Fri., May 28 &
Sat., May 29
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
1507 Dudley Dr.
Baby bed, car seat,
booster seat, window shades, blinds,
bedding, women's &
men's
clothing,
chain saw, household items -

Yard
Sale
4 miles south of Murray on 641 right side
of road.
Fri. & Sat.
8 to 5
Electric trains, tools,
glassware, car parts.

FEMALE Siberian registered Huskie puppy has
shots 492-8723

The Peppers Automotive Group is searching for a
Cashier/Receptionist/Data Entry Operator
for its Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Geo store.
The successful candidate will have a pleasing
telephone personality, be able to handle the
cashiering functions for a busy store, be able to
input transactions with our in-house computer, and
handle Factory/Dealer communications with
General Motors. This position is a highly visible
position with considerable customer contact.
Therefore the successful applicant must project a
professional business image to our customers.
Contact Mr. Jim Olds, Office Manager between the hours

Geo

Publis
Sale

Wal
NICE brick country home STRAWBERRIES
$ 6aqt Or
r, mile southea
f city lace's U-pick,
berries $1 25 qt
limits 3 or
rge dered
day Tues. Thur. &
kitchen, ubli
large Open all
'7 Mon, Wed. &
Sat
7ambath lar
Fri 4pm 7pm Sundays
gata
hop 2ct
pro
;
a
1-5pm 753-0195 To order
ane !.
p„
4
1 ace & electric
berries, 753-2047
t plus, deposit
75
64 evenings be
d10
tween 5 30 & 730
Public
SMALL 3br house 1603 •
Sala
Olive 2br duplex 1601
MENNONITE Bake Sale
Olive 492-8225
Corner lot of 94 & 641 in
Murray May 28 29 & 31st
Variety of baked good &
fried pies To place your
order 901-7823412
CREEKVIEW Self storage Gramma Miller Country
warehouses on Center Baking
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40 mo 759-4081

NOW taking applications
forSection 8 low rent hous- 15 1HH Appaloosa gelding Apply in person at ing, good trail and gentle
Southside Manor, 906 753-1214
Broad St Extended, be- -2,QUARTER horse geldtween 8am- 12noon No ings 1-By; old light dune,
phone calls please Equal 1 4yr old sorrel!, 2 saddles
Housing Opportunity
show
1 Circle
TAKING applications for saddle,' Billy Cook flat
section 8 rent subsidized seat 527 3023
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bed
• rooms, handicap accessible Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky or call
ARC Bassett puppies
502-437-4113
shots & wormed, $125
VERY spacious 2br, 2 bath
duplex Northwood Drive,
appliances furnished, cental air & gas heat $475/mo,
1 month deposit, 1 yr lease
No pets 753-2905

470

560
Houses
For Rent

3-Party
Yard Sale
Fri., Sat. & Mon.
1409 Sycamore
Bedspread & curtains,
lift recliner, punch bowl
with cups, bird cage,
houseplants, jewelry,
toys, crafts, clothes,
cooking pans, dishes &
glassware, wall heater,
colleclables.

3 Party
Yard Sale
Corner of 6th &
Sycamore
Fri. & Sat
May 28 & 29

Huge
Yard Sale
Sat. 5/29/93
7:30-7
1701 Koonland Dr (comer of
Catalina and Kooniandl
Coucb brow! Oats row krichb
tabs asp lam walarbwil wit Meal
bawd "awe bird be. gr dorsi
we or and 54 Orbs dotes 11.
i 0 Maws eye Alba dotes Si.
vodka, .11/111 Meet N*1.
is NowbeaseSi
Nowbotald
Dori was is erwi

Yard Sale
Mlle marker 119 on
121 N. across from
Stella Grocery
May 28 & 29
6 a.m. till ?
Lots of clothing including maternity, infants, girls to size 10,
mens and womens:
mowers, and furniture.

Yard
Sale
720 Nash Drive
753-9674
Friday
9 to 5
Baby hems and
housewares

Yard Sale
121 South to Mt.
Carmel Church and
follow black and
white signs to Kock
Rd. first trailer on
right.
Fri. & Sat
May 28 & 29
Crafts & antiques,
plus lots more 8 bargains.

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

157 ACRE farm in Tunnes
see, has both mature arid
young forest Tenable
acreage in government set
_aside program proVides
annual income of $5600 3
ponds and abundance of
MLS*4402
wildlife
$62.500 Call Joan at Kop
perud Realty 753 1222

FREE List' Lakefront &
acreage land bargains on
Norris Lake in Northeast
Wooded
Tennessee
Spectacular views' Guaranteed buildable Excellent
financing Buy direct from
developer & save thousands' Call Norris Shores 7
days 800-488 4883 File
NO 07019 48 166C
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Center
Bel Air
5 0 2 7 5 3 SOLD
1-800369-5780
ROBERTS Realty Cello
way County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651 1 Syca
more and 12th St

LOT with trees in South
Mel Vila, size 100'x140 or
150'1,140' 753-3488

KIRKSEY SWEET
FEED MILL
We will grind your food to your need
Delivery Available
299 $ 4414 Infersecton
Kifitsey. KY

Hwy 299 (Near

ljarnot

(502) 489-2515

1-225 ACRES 753-1300
after 7pm 489 2116
3 ACRE farm with new well
2 out buildings drgeway
completely fenctel -camper
optional $10,000 Located
just off Hwy 280 on old
Murray -concord Rd
436-5744 or 436 2528

Homes
For Sale
15ACRES shop barn
2000sq ft home fenced
scenic extra nice
436-2105
2BR garage city water
sewage cable no city
taxes off %swell Rd
mile of city limas $40's
753-1405 after 2pm

Homes
For Sale

Motorcycles

FOR Sale by Owner Brick
house 3br 2 car carport
patio gas tea, in town,
clean well maintained
Owner rridVing 759 4620'

1988 YAMAHA 225
4 wheeler rebuilt engine
new tires super See
Keith s Lawn and Ira,
59 9831
-7
-

1974 750 HONDA welds
hield new tires very de
pendahle 4365360

f
197
Mazda :
dition '

1979 YAMAHA XS 1100
40 XXX miles 1st $
753 1990

cy,

1985 HONDA 700 Magna
12 500 miles value $1575
sell for $1250 753 978b
1987 1400 SUZUKI In
trader 3700 miles excel
lent condition tots of
chrome midnight bide Call
after 6pm 901 247 5:37

198- 3
am tin ,
built. '
300r
751

1964
fast a ;
COUNRTY Charm 4yrs
frn
old, 3br 2'. bath great
762 245;
room w catherdal ceilings 1988 HONDA 250R
on 11 acres on Hwy 1124 489 2259
19P5
DC,
North of Hwy 121 between
in I Ik
000
Blaster
ex
1993
YAMAHA
Coldwater and Farmington
.11,1
cellent condition 437 4963
345-2807
38; .:214
after 5pm
FOR sale by owner 2br
brick ranch near Lynnville
Hardwood, new carpet, lots
of cabinets, 1340sq ft at
tached garage Ready to
move in In the $30's
435 4305
CUSTOM KITCHEN CASINt
C US TO41 WOODWORKING
HOME with income Six
AU Types Of:
rooms, 3br. 2 bath,
screened and carpeted paCustom Woodworkinii
tio, all electric built in
kitchen, central h a Sepa
‘, Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
rate entrance to upstairs. 4
•Drop by & see our showroorr
room and bath apt. newly
S,59 ;1'
.V
.
011AY 1110,,c1
--, 11.«
decorated for rental 1*,
•
•
acre site, reduced to
,
$49.900 759-1122

v

-

c

SPACIOUS 2 story, 4br
brick home on wooded lot in
quiet neighborhood Of
fered at $82 500
MLS#4812 Contact Kop
perud Realty 753 1222
UNIQUE secluded cedar
'bachelor pad- hideaway
1br 1 bath 51ols Pineblutt
Shores deck great laki ,
view appliances washer
dryer microwave, wood
stove carpet 8 tilt,
530.000 380 Dogwood
Lane Hamlin, Ky
appreciate 436 5211
5pm

By Way of the
Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts
'New selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, placemats & napkins, copper,
pewter, lamps, ,graniteware. cow & Ipple kedien
accessones, silk geraniums & sunflowers Come tt) for
the "unique" Mother's Day Colt!
( Gift certificates & Bridal Regigtry
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed -Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

Public Auction
Farm Equipment & Personal Property
Sat., May 29, 1993 at 10 a.m. at 1709 Calloway Ave. in Murray,
Ky.just off North 18th St. Watch for auction signs. Mr. & Mrs.
T.G. Shelton - Owners. Because of Mr. Shelton's had health
will sell his tractor &equipment,antiques,collector items and
good usuable furniture.
Nice 1953 Ford tractor, plow - box blade - bushhog rotary cutter
small tractor seeder 3 point platform - nice 16'2 axle bumper trailer,
metal bed & ramps - like new 1972 Royal 4 Dr. Oldsmobile car hirideri
50xxx actual miles - 1976 Olds Cutlass - 1978 Ford Chassie 2-1' motor
home with 18x44 actual miles Mr.& Mrs. Shelton bought new - nice
XL100 Honda motorcycle - nice Honda moped. All the above items will
sell at 1 p.m. Small office ref. -`1-egular ref. - old dining table - coffee &
end tables -other lamp tables - lamps - reading lamps - portable t.v. like new Kirby vacuum cleaner - like new 21,000 air conditioner
small air conditioner - fans - heaters - hi back rocker - knee hole desk cord organ - twin bed - nice couch & chair -recliner -other odd chairs - card table - folding chairs - dining table & 4 ladder back chairs - bevel
mirror - bird cages - 50 gal. aquarium - other small aquariums fireplace set- striking mantle clock - pictures& frames - 2odd chests stereo & records - folding table - exercise bike - street bike - utility
table - pots & pans - beautiful set of Noritake china - lot of glass &china - porch swing - yard chairs 7 glider - cast iron grill lot of toys,
some collector toys - some old metal toys - super nice Ariens riding
mower elect. start - push Mower - chain saw - hand & garden tools new approx. 10x12 metal building still in box -long wide camper shell
for pickup - side mirrors for pickup - new rear bumper for GM truck
1973 through 1987 - tires & wheels - line trimmer - carpenter took
misc.items. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available. For more information and your auction need-s phone
435-4144.

Dan Miller-Darrell BeaneTerry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 411281
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Public Auction
Monday, May 31st, 1993 at 1(1 a.m. at the 1)an Miller Auction
Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky. From :Mayfield, Ky. take 121 South
through Coldwater to Hwy. 1836 South. Follow to auction.
From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to Lynn Grove, Ky. Watch for
auction signs.
Beautiful cherry drop leaf table and chairs with serving cart - 2 nice china
cabinets - nice corner cabinet - 2 nice round tables & chairs. 5 or 6 bedroom
suites • beautiful couch & chairs • recliner - other odd chairs- nice coffee & end
tables - nice lamp tables - lamps - floor lamp - odd chest & vanities • odd beds cedar wardrobe - baby bed - hidabed couch - love seat - nice couch and chairs
with oak frames • queen size waterbed -old pictures & frames • 3 color t v..s, 2
with remotes - (21 entertainment centers stove & ref - washer & dryer
upnght freezer - microwave - stereo - air conditioner • nice set of dishes •
flatware -some nice old glass& china • pots & pans:small kitchen appliances
electnc sewing machine. Will have a collection of old shotguns, Parker,
English & Relguim double barrel some old silver other old money Hahn 3
point spray with good pump 3 point 2 row planter • scaffold wagons lot of
horse drawn tools chain saw - Lincoln 225 welder' hand & yard tools - nice
Snapper nding mower • 10 h p niing mower M It p riding mower - push
mower • nice Trail Blazer sickle-bar mower II farm.wagon file cabinet nice
19111 Convention Van front & rear air, reclining seats, good tires, low actual
mileage 1985 or 146 t•(eyrolet Citation 4 door, low actual mile. This is only a
partial listing Auction held non or shine Not responsible for accidents
Lunch available

1);to
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•

D & W Auto Glass Sho

,31
Semites
°Meted

Comm
1985 NISSAN Maxima sta
bon wagon survmoon roof
loaded local owner $4500
753-8096 after 630pm
1986 CHEVY Caprice, one
owner, low miles, $3500
1983 Lincoln Towncar
loaded leather, $2500
753-4884
1990 CHEVROLET Lumina white on blue never
wrecked V 6 & loaded ex
cept power windows sharp
car, $5350 Phone
502 875 4050 (dealer)
1990 GRAND Prix 4dr one
owner, 35 000 miles
or
50 2 7 5 3 4389
502-753 5960
1990 WHITE Geo Storm
23 000 miles sun roof,
spoiler and tape player,
$6500 Call 753-1772 see
at 1537 Spring Creek Dr
1991 GRAND Prix 42 XXX
miles loaded sharp excel
lent condition 753-7814 at
ter 6pm
1991 PONTIAC Sunbird
Convertible white 48 XXX
miles excellent condition
753 6705
1992 Dodge Daytona
loaded 9,500 Call
753 5350 after 5 pm
1992 PONTIAC Grand Am
Maroon 4dr, aic am/fm,
p,1 30,000 miles, very
clean Must sell' $10,700
522-4393
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music. Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
. Dixieland Center. I block
from MSU dorms
FOR sale or trade 1991
Mitshubishi Mirage Call
'59.9535

1977 ELDARODA motorhome, 24ft 48,000 actual
miles. microwave, tv & vcr,
newly remodeled excellent
condition 753-8663
25' PROWLER trailer, self
contained, elec.igas, refrigerator, gas hwh, ac
rear bath. sleeps 6, extras.
used 8 weeks 753-5340

1974 VOLKSWAGON Van
rebuilt engine under warranty for sale whole or
parts 435-4366

Silver rod coabng
14FT Fish and Ski boat,
needs some attention
45hp OB, trolling motor,
good trailer, new tires, $800
obo or trade 762-4791

1969 CHEVY rebuilt 350
p s $3700 Must see Call
753 0665
1976 '. TON F-250 Ford
truck 4x4. $1000 Call
435-4307 after 6pm
1987 S-10 BLAZER 4x4
ps pb V-6. 5 speed blue
on blue interior stereo,
nice clean truck $4250
Phone 502 875 4050
idealer)
1991 MAZDA B2200. one
owner 753-2615
1991 NISSAN 4-wheel
drive, extended cab. white
753-8313
1991 NISSAN King Cab
pickup excellent condition

23 000 miles chrome
package air am'fm cassette ps pb bed liner
489-2335
1992 GMC Sonoma,
'oaded V 6 5sp low miles
Ca before 2pm 753-2783
510
Campers
1965 DODGE motorhome
fully equipped 52 XXX
miles excellent condition
54500 neg No trades
44 0115
193 COBRA 5th wheel
$3000 753 7708
28FT Georgie Boy motor
home real sharp one
owner 18 XXX miles
753-2967

Everiock
pinning

vinyl

under-

14 x 70— 28 high average, $365
K Rok underpinning

14FT. V bottom, Polar
Kraft, $225 753-2953

Doors, Viindows, Metal
Siding, Floor Repair

1974 19FT Glaston 302
Ford V-8 new floor, very
powerful $2150 Ob0 Kent
436-2513

Miller Air Conditioning

Phone 502-4924488
Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *

1978 15FT Hustler Bass
Boat. fiberglass. 65hp
Johnson. trolling motor
trailer, depth tinder one
owner, good condition,
$2650 753-2975 days call
for Chuck, 924-5887
nights

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER 436 5848

1978 17FT Challenger Pro
V Bass Boat. 84" Beam.
115 Evinrude. Huge Cast
ing Decks Two Livewells,
Lots of Dry Storage, $3500
OBO call 502-227-8015

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

1982 HARRIS flote boat
70hp Evinrude one owner,
excellent condition
382-2358 after 530

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

1985 RANGER 373 with
Evinrude XP 150 outboard,
Johnson 12 24 volt trolling
motor. 3 depth finders, hydrolic jack plate, Ranger
trail trailer & Ranger cover
Garage kept excellent condition $10500 759-9113

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system. driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664

1986 BARETTA Ski Boat.
16'> ft, 140hp Mercruiser,
I/O. walk thru front, top.
spare prop, low hours, dark
brown & tan, excellent con
dition, $4750 436-5610

1988 17'4 FT ProCraft Fish
1988 FORD Conversion
n' Ski Boat. 115hp Yamaha
Van raised roof, fully
engine, trolling motor low
loaded, color N. vcr, cb,
hours, garage kept, $9000
am tm cassette, tilt, cruise.
firm Phone 753-0954
64 XXX miles-.--$11.500
830-9 30am 753-7841
1988 CHEETAH Runab10am 2pm 762-4444..
out 16ft, 1988 Evinrude
48hp, Galvanized Trailer,
good condition $3500
Frankfort
Phone
502 875 1844 after 6pm
1 969 CHEVY pickup, new
350 engine $1200
435 4036

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts& Service
Porches and decks available with motel roof

Ass
Vans

ALPHA Builders Carper'
try. remodeling porches
roofing. concrete, driveways. painting. mainje
name.etc Free estimates
489.2303

28FT Harris flote boat pontoon. 90hp Evinrude motor,
new deck & carpet, excellent condition. $7500
753-3742 after ,5pm

BLACK top sealer Need
sealer on your driveway'?
Robert Prescott 753-9504
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
753 1134 or
teed
436 5832
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Protessional lawn
care and matntance Free
estimates 753 4591
BUSH hogging large or
small 753-7457
CARPET and vinyl installa
bon and repairs Glen Bob
ber 759-1247
CARPET Cleaning Free
estimates First time con
sumer 5% discount Call
Phil 759 1896
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 109 senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560

1 A A-1 Hauling tree trimming, tree removal deaning out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754

lA Al town country yard
mowing landscaping tree CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systrimming tree removal
light hauling Free esti- tems,354-8161 after 4pm
Tim Lamb, D & L Mowing Service Free
mates
436 2528
estimates responsible,
Al 1A all around mowing & mature & dependable Call
tree trimming & light haul- anytime for fast results
ing Call 436-2528 ask for Special rates for steady
customers 436 6080
Mark
753 0370
A lA Landscaping Spring
clean up Mulching. haul- DRYWALL, finishing, reand blowing, tree trimming & re- pairs. additions
After 5pm ing ceilings 753-4761
moval
492-8254
Al AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal, mow
ing Free estimates
759-1683

EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing, new construction,
additions blown ceilings
435-4036

FORREST Construction
additions, reA 1 Carpentry work, house Remodeling,
countertops, and genplans drawn remodeling, pair,
carpentry 753-9688
new construction porches eral
experience
years
15
estiFree
mobile home
mates Call J & C Construc GENERAL,Repair plumbbon 436-5398 20 years ing, rooting tree work
experience No lob too 436-2642
small
GERALD WALTERS
Al TREE Service Stump Roofing vinyl siding paint
removal and spraying Free mg Free estimates 18
estimates 753-0906 after years experience Local re5pm 759-9816.753 0495 ferences 436-2701

M GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.

John W. Nonunons
Woodmen Mg.
3rd I NW.,them
7594730

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
'Lifetime Guarantee
FREE ESTIMATES

WOODMEN it Me WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Nom. Onwo Clonsho. NO

HAVE a small job no one
wants to do" We do minor
repair work Carpenter
work, igJectric. plumbing,.
lawn work, some tree work,
hedge trimming. cleaning &
cutting of rence rows, light
hauling & other small jobs
Robert Prescott 753-9504
INBOARD & outboard Marine Repair Service calls
502 436 5792
K B ASSOCIATES General construction, remodeling, garages. decks, patios.
interior trim 753-0834
KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
LAWN mowing service Insured Coleman Benefiel
phone 759 4564
LAWN mowing Residental
and commercial Free estimates Johnson Landscap
ing 436 2869

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

SOD

Undoes
Offered

Free
Column

WILL mow lawns trim or
remove trees & do light
hauling Reasonable rates
Gall 753-2772 ask for
Donnie

FREE to good home, kittens 753-2861

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

CLASSIFIED

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS

Xe4t
GRILL
Open 6 a.m. Doily, Mon.-Sot.

If you hare something to sell, here's the way to make your voice
heard. he the Kentucky Statewide Classified Network.
For $149, you can place a 25-word ad in 80 Kentucky
newspapers with a potential audience of more than 1,000,000
readers
We've sold everything from antiques to station wagons. From
stool buildings to sewing machines.
Contact this newspaper for details. Then get ready to sell.

Breakfast anyway you want it
and plate lunch specials daily.
Every Friday night - Pond-raised Catfish
Carry-Outs
94E-V/4 Mlles
753-4753

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NErwoRK

from Murray

LAWN SERVICE Been
mowing my lawn for 25yrs
would like to mow yours
now 759 4489
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203
MOBILE home roof coating Call Robert Prescott
753-9504
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753 5668
MOWER repair Same day
service, 7 days week Most
repairs at your home Factory trained, 15 yrs experience 502-753-5299
MULCH, pick up loads
Murray 436-5560
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
REFINISHING stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056
RICK'S Roofing All types
of roofs and repairs Torchon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
experience. guaranteed
work Free estimates
phone 502-4374559
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759 4690
VCR NINTENDO REPAIR
Wood VCR Service Center
cleaning servicing $15
most repairs $35 New location Route 1 Almo
Open 9-12 1-5, Mon Fri
753-0530

CHECK
YOUR
AD
Advertisers are requested
to check the first insertion
of ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will
be responsible for only
ONE INCORRECT INSERTION. Any error should be
reported immediately so
corrections can be made.
CHECK YOUR AD carefully and notify The Classified Advertising Department immediately in case
of an error

753-1916

CanYouSpotA0PatHomeLoan?
Here s one that s eas to spot! United
variable
Commonwealth Bank is offering a s
rate home loan with a maximum
increase of I per year and
over the life of the ban
And that's not all Its gets
even better' You pay NO CLOSING COSTS
an this loan No appraisal fees, no title
oealch, no attom"eis leec, tip recording
lees—NOTHINC'
doesn t ort much better than this'

CALL
753-7020

So get in to see one of tilt. loan
officers at United
Commonwealth Bank
today and get a home loan for the
unbelievable rate of S(.6".

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANN
Feirel MO.Gob

Posible. Cal Us.
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THURSDAY, MAY 27, 1993

Tothiv in History

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

hooking Back

Today is Thursday. May 27, the 147th day of 1993. There are 218
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
the newly completed Golden Gate Bridge con1937,
27,
On May
necting San Francisco and Mann County, Calif. was opened to the
public.
On this date:
In 1935, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down the National Industrial Recovery Act.
In 1936, the Cunard liner Queen Mary left England on its maiden
voyage.
"- In 1941, amid rising world tensions, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt proclaimed an "unlimited national emergency."
In 1941. the German battleship Bismarck sank off France, with a
loss of 2,300 lives.
In 1964, independent India's first prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru,
died.
In 1977, the City of New York fined "human fly" George H. Wittig $1.10 — one penny for each of the 110 stories of the World Trade
Center he'd scaled the day before.
In 1985, in Beijing, representatives of Britain and China exchanged
instruments of ratification on the pact returning Hong Kong to Chinese control in 1997.
Ten years ago: A federal grand jury indicted former Environmental
Protection Agency official Rita M. Lavelle for contempt of Congress.
Lavelle was later acquitted of the contempt charge, but was convicted
in a separate trial of perjury.
Five years ago: Two days before the start of the Moscow summit,
the Senate voted 93-5 to ratify a treaty eliminating medium-range
nuclear missiles; it was the first arms control accord ratified by the
Senate since 1972.
One year ago: The 12-nation European Community imposed trade
sanctions on Serbia to stop its interference in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Vincent Price is 82. Novelist Herman
Wouk is 78. Former Japanese Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone is
75. Actor Christopher Lee is 71. Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger is 70. Actress Lee Meriwethcr is 58. Actor Louis Gossett Junior
is 57. Actor Bruce Weitz is 50. Sen. Christopher Dodd, D-Conn., is
49. Actor Todd Bridges is 28.
Thought for Today: "History is not, of course, a cookbook offering
pretested recipes. It teaches by analogy, not by maxims. It can illuminate the consequences of actions in comparable situations, yet each
generation must discover for itself what situations arc in fact comparable." — Henry Kissinger (1923- ).

Ten years ago
Robert Douglas of Murray was
installed as president of Kentucky
Federation of Chapters of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees for 1983-84 at meeting at Lexington, May 25-26.
Murray High School will present the rock opera, "Joseph and
the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat" on May 26, 27 and 28 at.
.
Playhouse in the Park,
Descendants of Wiley Page
and Lydia Berkley Page held a
reunion at the home of Mrs. Fannie Scott on May 15.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and _Mrs. Larry Ragsdale,
May 4; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Stan C. Housman and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Ray
Thompson, May 13; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Belderes, May
15; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
E. Paschall, May 20.

Twenty years ago
Births reported include a girl to
A severe thunderstorm
the Rev. and Mrs. David Morgan,
damaged one mobile home and
May 21.
left a residence gutted by fire
Thirty years ago
after high winds and lightning
Calloway County Judge Robert
swept across the eastern pan of
the county yesterday. The mobile 0. Miller and City Judge Jake
home of Wayne Hopkins was Dunn have announced that a
damaged and the home of Mr. School on Alcoholism will be set
and Mrs. Max Dowdy was up in Calloway County soon.
destroyed by fire.
Ferrell Miller.of Lynn Grovg_
- David Earl Sensing, 25, Mur- has
been named president of First
ray, died from injuries sustained
District Federation of Kentucky
in a two-car collision on May 25
League of Sportsmen at a meetnear Pleasantview, Tenn.
ing held at Camp Currie. Al
Chestnut Street General Baptist Blum
has been named secretary
Church will start having services and
John Ed Johnson as treasurer.
today in the building at North
Mrs. C.C. Lowry, president of
Third and Chestnut Streets,
Murray Woman's Club, has been
according to the pastor, the Rev.
installed as third vice president of
Donald Morgan.
Eleanor Tate Potter and M. Kentucky Federation of Women's
Club at its meeting in Louisville.
Ronald Christopher were married
Murray Woman's Club won a
May 5 at First Presbyterian
national award of S5(X) for outChurch.

DEAR ABBY: I am 20 years old
with a baby and a husband. My

Forty years ago
S-Sgt. Ted Barnett, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Collie Barnett of Murray, is stationed at Biloxi, Miss.
The anpual 4-H Spring Rally
was held-May 23 at Murray High
School. O.J. Jennings. president,
presided with Jackie Watson
leading the pledge to the Ameri- • can and 4-H flags and Aleta Cunningham led group singing.
The Rev. T.T. Crabtree, former
minister of Salem Baptist Church,
received hsi degree of Doctor of
Theology at Southern Baptist
Seminary, Louisville.
Mrs. D.S. Hlyme of Burma
talked about her native life at a
meeting of Christian Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Church. She is studying at Murray State College.

problem is my husband. It all started when I was six months pregnant.
"George" started staying out late,
saying he was with the guys, which
wasn't true. After I had my baby, I
found out he had been seeing a
young girl who lives next door to his
mother. A few friends had told me
this, but I didn't believe them.
When I asked George if there was
anything between them, he denied
it.
A month later. I finind a letter he
had written to one of his buddies in
the Army and never mailed. In the
letter he said he got a girl pregnant

DEAR WIFE: Since you still very close friend. In normal circumlove him — give him another stances when he isn't drinking.. he
chance. I hope his being born- does not behave this way.
again will keep him straight
What do you suggest I chi or say
and honest. But if it doesn't, say when this happens?
FLATTERED. BUT SAD
goodbye and close the door on
this relationship.
DEAR FLATTERED: Try to
DEAR ABBY: The husband of a minimize the opportunities for
very good friend of mine regularly such talk by keeping your dispropositions me after he's had a few tance. But should you be
drinks. This is a recently married trapped, don't let him go-on and
couple I cart' about. He tells me his on with that line of chatter. Tell
sex life is not fulfilling and I am "his him you don't appreciate such
kind of woman," and he would talk, and steer him in the direcmarry me if given a second chance.
tion of his wife.

and had to rush her to an abortion
clinic. That's not all. Next. George
got 90 days in the county jail for
shooting a gun at his girlfriend. 1lie
missed her..
When I visited George in jail. he
broke down and told me everything.
He said he was sorry 'Or cheating
on me. but he is now born-again
and has learned his lesson. and
wants another chance.
Abby, should I give him another
chance? He has lied so much. I don't
know ill can ever trust him. Ile has
even agreed to counseling Our second anniversary is next week. What
should I do' I still love him.
(;EOM ES WIFE

Although this is somewhat _flatDEAR ABBY: Several months
tering. it saddens me and makes me ago, you had a letter about barbers
uncomfortable because his wife is a who had trouble with male customers looking at themselves in the
mirror while. getting their hair cut. I
have.to tell you this one:
I was one of many barbers at the
Fort Lewis Army camp during
World War II. An Army officer came
in for a trim, and insisted on having
a mirror in his hand so he could
supervise the barber. We had no
small mirrors. but the. officer insisted. So. finally. -Curly" ithe' barber
— who wore a toupee. took the
large mirror off the wall, handed it
to the officer, and left fin- the day.
MEL THE BARBER.
GRAPEVIEW. WASH.
DEAR ABBY: As an expectant
mother of twins. I am amazed at
the number of people who have the
nerve to ask if I used fertility drugs
in order to conceive..
I consider this to be a private
matter. However, I am certain that
,a number of expectant mothers
would appreciate your letting the
public know that it is none of their
business, and they should not be
asking such a rude and personal
question.
EXPECTING IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR EXPECTING: The
"public" already knows it's none
of their business. The problem
is how to deal with such rude
and personal questions.
My standard reply: "Why do
you want to know?"

BLON DIE
'V PLAY 'TUE
LOTTERY'
Tt.6 5Tt4E
LLCKIEST DAY
• 0P PAY .1PE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

1
CALVIN and HOBBES
EACH CARD HAS AA LETTER
FOLLOWED B1 SEVERAL DASHES
WHEN L S“cott TNE CARD, IOU
1ELL 11.1 VuLGIltit, OBScENE OR

standing work in aid for education from the Shell Oil Company.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

%West FOR. SHOW AND TELL .
I VE BROUGHT IN SOME
FLASH CARDS I MADE

PAGE 15

SHE'S SUCH A HiPt52RtTE
ABOUT BUILDING VOCABULAM

IBIASPILEIAMS `NORD NU STAND
FOR! . • READY ?

A4_

^
4,
s

Dr. Gott

CATHY
HOW'S
THAT
LAST
SUIT?

"IT SQUASHES EVERV BIT Of
SMASHES reiv
FAT ON frt4 800V OUT THE LEEr
CHEST, CRUSHES 414
HOLES, MAKING MY THIGHS
STOMACH AND
BALLOON OUT LIKE TWO DISMAKES /11V REAR
GUSTINS WHITE SAUSAGES.
LOOK GROTE5QUE

I IT

THE ONLY TNIP4& MORE RE NA-510E ID ME THAN THIS
BATHING SUIT 15 THE TTIOU6HT
OF HAVING TO ErET COMPLETELY
RE•DRESSED TO 60 Pla OUT

I LOVE iT WREN THEY 6ET
IN THE MOOD "rb SIA4.

SOME OTHER ONES TO TRY ON!
"Oh, my God! Dung beetles! ... And in their filthy
dungarees, of course!"

Crosswords

3
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
ok,4.1, I IFicuGH1 WE'D Do
Irie_BF_DRCOM IN PEACHES
.- 1.1.01Fi1
AND GREE:N81
,*A

co ya)LIKE8E81-7

eptio
c
THEELDRALsUr
Wfr-fiecur
rif
rroSsiwe ISPgptFaf.

DIDN'T f31.41-TrIAT,
THarifir we:r) wal-1
THIS Cfr-LOHITE.CARPKiNG. JoliN!---- I WANT OS TO
MPKE:THESE-

18Per

TAGETHF-R

FLDRAL-OREDMIPES •

GARFIELD
.1)
IT WAS GREAT GROWING- 11
IN THE COUNTRY, GARFIELD

FRIENP5 WERE
FARM ANIMALS

I Moray
4 Lasso
9 Meadow
12 Macaw
13 Up to the
time of
14 Vast age
15 Aries
16 Walk
17 "Gone With
the —"
18 Foundations
20 Father
21 Danza ID
23 Indian weight
24 Evening party
28 Decay
30 Bears witness
to
32 Word of
sorrow
34 Title of
respect
35 Classify
36 Persons
appointed to

I

2

hi

Answer to Previous Puzzle

decide a
matter
39 Stalemate
40 Walks on
41 Abstract
being
43 Teutonic
deity
44 Sun god
45 Essence
47 Saucy
50 Keen
51 Suitable
54 Mature
55 Evergreen
tree
56 Hint
57 Food fish
58 Condescending
looks
59 Greek letter

ppm
u s 0 re4
Dm moo
000000 OWD 0

15(3 0 D Imp
FEU12IU13 Gin

OW 030 03000
0 MUO0000 DO
OPOO 00U OMB
00 DUO 000U
Ell ogig UIIU
AB
0 UU UUM0U0
TO OD 0300 U00

A

U0 L D SOW
E Nil D
5-27 c 1993 United Feature Syndicate
chop or stew
4 Brownish
color
5 Concerns
6 The sweetsop
7 Gratuity
8 Mr Pacific)
9 Hawaiian

DOWN
Auricle
2 Period of
time
3 Word with

II
4

C

9
14

P

UI
UIUU
al••
inii UUU
IU I
Mill
WWI II
UU
II II dIllII
II
WI dli ilil
II
MLA II WI
WI
IIuuiuu II il II
id
ii mil
illidliffill dill Mail
OM iiliii drill
lil • dUll. dli
II

'

17

le

PEANUTS
,.-01.)L:7 YOU TI4INK
TwEr• EVER LE'r
BE A JLT6E ON TwE
SUPREME COURT'

YOU CAN'T EVEN DECIDE
IF YOU'LL AAVE YOUR
SUPPER IN TwE RED pf5w
OR TwE YELLOw D15w

OR YOUR ORINKIN6 WATER
IN TwE GREEN 0150.100t
TwE aLuE 5W!DI

1

101.116

I
A

10

wreath
10 Vast age
11 In addition
17 Homeless
children
19 Equally
20 Hawaiian
rootstock
21 Pamphlet
22 Grief poetic
Named
24 A
Desire
25 Disturbance
26 Uncanny
27 Chemical
compound
29 Domesticate
31009
command
33 Sting
37 Mountain on
Crete
38 Goes in
42 Amon ID
45 Assistant
46 SPeod
contest
47 Nommen
411 The sell
40 Carnelian
SO Own
52 018Oosi
SA) Deverese
SS ittoctonan 10
A•

DEAR l)1( GOTT What call Ii done' for a yeast intectsm- I recentle
underwent surgery and took an antiln
otic that vparently caused the mice
tion. Now I've. been told to take lmoth
er drug to control the yeast inlection.
yet I am concerned of the Itirt her
potential side effects
DEAR READER Yeast and bari i.
ria exist together. in a delicate bal
ance. in many parts ill the. body
including the mouth. intestinal tract
and vagina When a patient i'l•Celte
antibiotics, this synonip,is mat lii'
upset_becauSe bacteria are killed.
whereas yeasts are free to grove This
can cause. a yeast infect II in
Such an infection is easily treated
with anti yeast prescripi ion drugs.
such as Mycostatin. There are several
over the-counter remedies for veast
vaginitis. including Momstat and Oh
ers_ These preparations have no sig
nificant side effects. They merely re
establish the yeast bacteria balance
Your doctor is treating you appropn

ately.
DEAR DR COTT Please

discuss
Cushing's disease.. including the phys
ical symptoms. causes and where I
might obtain the best treatment
DEAR READER The tiodv

requires small quantities (il steroids.
including cortisone These substances
are produced by the adrenal glands.
small organs located just above the
kidneys The adrenal glands are con

trolled by the body's master gland the.
pituitary. which stimulates the adren
als with a hormone called Mill
A type of pituitary tumor. called an
adenoma. manufactures excess
amounts of ACTH This mirk!t causes
the adrenal glands to over produce
stentids. leading to a constellation of
signs facial swelling. weakness. loss
of muscle tissue. purple streaks in the
skin. diabetes high blood pressure
kidney stones. osteoporosis, low resis
lance. to infection menstrual irregta
lataies and mental disturbances This
is rii•hinu•• disease. which is dial/
no..441 In blood tests and X rays shrm
ing the. pituitary tumor
Treatment consists of surge-r% to
remen I. the 014`1111111.1 thereh% return
thei adrenal. and the pituita ry to
,olt::rna

Hefilialti• the pit altar% gland lies
deep in the brain this operation is
tetillnwalhi *Mr ult and should he per
surgeon
formed ooni% ht J
alto is v‘prro•nced 41 this kind of pro
',Am. In an opinion a large teas h
is tour ho-‘t fr%4101.11111.
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DRINKING
AND DRIVING
LEADS TO A
DEAD-END ROAD

Have a safe and happy Memorial Day weekend!

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
DRY LEAGUE

Thank You

Be A
Responsible
Driver.
We Care About You.

"The Dry Guys"
Greg Earwood
John Dale
Owen Billington

Torn Green
Wayne Williams
Dean Ross

For more information please call

753-4720

Your friendship and support during my campaign
was greatly appreciated

We wish everyone a safe and happy
holiday weekend and remember,
please don't drink and drive.

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
Purdom Motors, Inc.
Cains
Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge-Jeep-Eagle

Carroll VW
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Man, wildlife flocking to U.S. refuges
By BILL SCHULZ
Associated Press Writer

Stretched like a string of
pearls across the continent, the
487 pieces of land which make
up the National Wildlife Refuge
System provide havens for
wildlife and recreation for millions of Americans.
"We've been adding about

200,0(X) acres a year to the system over the last decade, but
more than half of that comes as
additions to existing refuges,"
says Robert J. Shallenberger,
chief of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Division of
Refuges. "The average is about
10 new refuges a year."
The smallest is Mille Lacs,
an island in a Minnesota lake,

which is an important bird nesting area. The largest are the
Yukon Delta and Arctic refuges
in Alaska, at 20 million acres
apiece.
•
Between the two they make
up 88 percent of the 91 million
acres of land in the entire
system.
The first refuge was Pelican
Island, established in 1903 by

President Teddy Roosevelt, who
added 50 more by executive
order.
With the dedication of the
Ohio River National Wildlife
Refuge in West Virginia on
May 28, 1992, the refuge system reached all 50 states. The
system receives 30 million visitors a year. Twenty percent arc
hunters, the rest arc there for

Spring Casual
Furniture Sale!
Table and
4 Chairs

Now
$42995
Regular $691

NOW ON
SALE
Save

25%-40%

On All Styles

wildlife 'watching or other
"non-consumptive" use of
wildlife.
Some refuges offer fishing
and a very few, such as Chincoteague, offer recreation such as
swimming, which is not related
to wildlife.
But for wildlife, "we've got
refuges established for everything from butterflies to
eagles," Shallenberger says.
None of the first 51 refuges
were for hunting. Later in the
evolution of the system refuges
were created to allow places for
hunting.
When the duck stamp program was created in the late
1930s, it brought More money
for refuges. Every hunter pursuing migratory waterfowl must
buy and carry a federal duck
stamp. Those license fees have
bought 4 million of the 14 million acres of refuge lands in the
lower 48 states.
Nearly 270 of the 487 refuges
now arc open for some hunting.
The recent trend is to set up
refuges to help endangered
species.
Crystal River is a haven for
Florida manatees. Ash Meadow
was set up to protect pup fish,
an endangered species.
Other refuges, such as the
John Heinz in Pittsburgh and
the San Francisco Bay refuge
were set up primarily for environmental education.
All the land is staffed and
managed on a 1993 budget of
$155 million, which makes
Shallenberger a little green.
His sister agency in the Interior Department, the National
Park Service, "has about eight
times the staff and seven times
the funding per acre of land
managed," he says.

Regular $275
Glider

, Piece Set
.afe Table &
Two Chairs
Regular $349

Now $19995
Spring
Chair

Now $17995
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Table
Regular $132

Iron Kettle
Restaurant
Famous
Country Cooking

Leg
Chair
Regular $128

Now $7995
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BOATING

Water's ugly duckling gains popularity
By BILL SCHULZ
Associated Press Writer

They're not fast, sexy or able
to sneak up a creek to that pond
where big bass lurk, but pontoon boats are casting an ever
bigger wake across America's
waterways.
That's because you can fish,
take the whole gang for a party,
water ski, do a lot of things on
a pontoon boat you just can't do
on a runabout.
"I think every manufacturer
has seen an increasing interest
in-pontoons," says Tim Lilly of
Tracker Marine of Springfield,
Mo., which offers six models of
pontoon boats, ranging from an
18-footer rigged for fishing to a
32-foot pony boat at 522,595.
"It comes back to people
being more interested in waterbased rt-cicatiort," Lilly -says.
"Major impoundments are
close to major metro areas."
He says more and more people are looking at pontoon boats
for a weekend getaway.
"You can swim off it, fish
olf it or find a.cove and camp
on the water for the weekend.
These boats provide a whole lot
of Inn, a major hang tor the
buck."
You can get a pontoon boat
for S6,000 or pay as much as
S35,000 to S40,000 for something with a cabin, fancy
appointments and running

water. Although all the major
makers — Outboard . Marine
Corporation, Brunswick Marine.
Tracker and others -- offer
pontoons, they also are made in
small shops all over the
country.
That's because pontoon boats
arc big and bulky and hard to
ship. Small operations near
lakes have a major price advantage over the big companies
because they have no shipping
cost and they can almost tailormake a boat to a customer's
whims.
They also make it hard to
track pontoon boat sales.
Industry observers say 21,000
pontoon boats were sold last
year, or nearly 5 percent of
boats sold. That up from
27,800, or 3,7 percent of the
market in 1988, before boat
--sales crashed because of -the
recession.
"For one reason or another,
pontoons have become big_business," says John Metcalf of
Outboard Marine Corp., which
makes Lowe, Sea Nymph,
Grumman, Suncruiser and Princecraft US boats, priced from
S6,000 to S I 8,(XX).
You get 1110f!..' tor your
money, that's why they sell."
Metcalf says. "A person gets
tired of a runabout. He wants
something he can take his family, out on."
Dave Taylor, vice president

of sales and marketing of
lake home. It's Fealty a; floating
Brunswick Marine's aluminum
patio. That's, helping the market
division, sees two things driv- -grow because there's So Illatir
ing the market.
more waterfront properties
"We've got a whole group of
owning up."
customers purchasing this pro- Second is the %lie that allows
duct who are non-boaters." he
group use.
says. "It's an extension of the
"What we're seeing in the

U.S. is people wanting to do
things with other x' pie rather
than individual sports. It's the
conce-pt of group and Iannly
that's driving the pontoon,
market."

UN•FUN•FUN
For Years To Come
In A New Pontoon From

•

etmiin in

We make the difference',

The McCture's

Fun is for those who know how to find it.
...see what The Pool Shop has to offer.
Warranties to 30 Years
- eg Pools
—i
,/ 40.
V 7 Foot Deep Ends
25 Mil lancr.

American Made For Our
Friends at Home &
Around the World
Special Savings Now

THE POOL SHOP
4720 Reuchand Road, Paducah, KY $04-341011

•

Do you really believe that some people have all the
fun?" That fun is an invisible thing that floats in the
wind and lands on those who know where to stand?
Maybe it does, if you balance work with leisure,
explore new interests and go out ofyour way to make
new friends What ifyou give it a try and see what's in
the wind?
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TVA lends hand in species survival
Four endangered red wolves
born at LBL's Nature Center
The population of one of the
'hation's most endangered mammals grew by at least four in
early April with the birth of
pups to a pair of adult red
wolves at TVA's Land Between
the Lakes' Woodlands Nature
Center.
LBL is a participant in a
national captive breeding program designed to rescue this
,southeastern native from extinction. "There are only about 200
of the animals in existence,"
explained LBL Natuxalist Wally
Brines.

Pictured above are two of the four red wolf pups born recently at TVA's Land Between the
Lakes. The birth was part of a national captive breeding program.

WHN
k NN EIGHT MSS CLINIC
HUNDREDS OR "1.1-10t S kNDS OF $$$$$$$$
WHEN YOU CAN USE A TOTALLY NATURAL HEALTHY
PATH TO ACHIEVE THE PHYSICAL APPEARANCE YOU
DESIRE FOR ONLY A FEW CENTS A DAY.
Here are pictures of a gentleman who is walking
down **THE VITAL - Ill's- natural path to
weight control The 'sales David weighed on
would imly go to 120 pounds so we don't know
tor sure whim he weighed originally David is
24 WAI.
,old and was mold by his doctor he would
not use iii See 10 it something could not he done
about his weight 1)asid could not do arty work.
had to sleep sluing up and was laking ;different
drugs Ii f high blond pressure 1)avid's father
took sample ot our prriduvi and the literature
to his (lotto! The skis tor approved And flask'
nrgan irking till- VII Al Ix Three and one
halt nmrdhs later he weighs 2l,
r pounds. sleeps
welt at night Mood pressure medicine has Preen
viit to r third rod he is now woritny with his
tartlet

-THE VITAL - 18- Is purchased with a totally
UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE. If you should
find it ineffective or incompatible with your physical
desires Or your lifestyle, simply return it to your place
of purchase and receive a total refund Literally, all
you can lose is weight

Before

LAW

Pbs`

Phi' is only one evanipk. of man% that we have
hilt and
resessevl
ith the help ol l)as iiis
III!
II Al
IA the waist% and kyles its
Isas.1. lite hit •mrsi.ed ,..n•ktrrahl% itse,
Mar ot three months Apo Al I IlII' it SR
`AI% A I/AN
41%11 A 41%

The captive breeding program is a cooperative effort
-between the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the American Association of Zoological
Parks and Aquariums, which
provides wolves for release in
designated areas.
Experimental release programs are currently underway at
Alligator National Wildlife
Refuge (North Carolina) and
the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park.

Brines said the four LBL
pups were horn Tuesday morning. "Until the pups are weaned
from the mother, they are likely
to stay in the den, which means
they may not he visible to the
public for I() to 12 weeks," he
added. How long one of the
wolves (including the adults)
remain at LBL will be determined by the Fish and Wildlife
Service in the fall.
The adult pair arrived at LBL
in February from the - Wild
Canid Survival and Research
Center near St. Louis. They
replaced another pair- that had
not produced any young in their
two years at LBL.
"We're all- extremely happy
-with the news," said TVA's
vice president for LBL, Ann
Wright. "Not only are we helping to save a species, but at
LBL we are offering the public
some unique opportunities to
learn, abou the red wolf and
other endangered animals and
what it takes to save them. We
believe that's valuable
contribution."

Fish and Wildlife adds refuges
By BILL SCHULZ
Associated Press Writer

ATLANTA — During the
3% years John Turner was its
director, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service added 60
refuges and 1 million acres of
land to the National Wildlife
Refuge System.
"I'm really proud of that,"
says Turncr, a former Republican legislator from Wyoming
who was appointed by President
Bush. "We put emphasis on
wetlands, habitats and neotropical birds."

During his tenure Turner
handled bitter controversies
over use of the endangered species act to protect the spotted
owl in the West, reintroduction
of the wolf into the Yellowstone National Park area, protection of grizzly bears and protection of red cockaded woodpeckers in the Southeast.
• "This job is like walking
around each day with a sack of
bobcats over your shoulder,"
he says.

Sport Cards
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Camcorder enters woods with hunters
By BILL SCHULZ
Associated Press Writer
Variety, stability and camouflage are the keys to making
home videos of your hunt.
Today the average hunter can
buy quality equipment and can
share his hunt with family and
friends, says video maker Ronnie Strickland. It doesn't take a
lot of extra effort to make those
videos more enjoyable.
Start with your equipment.
When buying a camcorder,
select one with the lowest LUX
factor. Generally, the lower the
LUX factor, the less light the
camera needs to make good
pictures.
Much hunting is done in lowlight situations, in the woods
and at dawn and dusk.
"A lot of people worry about
how powerful the zoom needs
to be. I use one with a 14,"
Strickland says. "But I am real
comfortable with an 8 or a 10
because generally in the woods
that's all you need.
"In the woods if you zoom

out to anything more than an 8,
you can't hold it still unless
you're shooting on a tripod."
You should use a tripod
wherever possible, he says.
"Any time my feet hit the
ground the tripod goes on (the
camera)," he says. "I leave it
on and carry it over my shoulder like a pick. The only time I
take it off is when I'm up in a
tree."
Videos shot from a tripod are
still — none of the camera
shake which can make a video
annoying.
"If you want it to be good, it
needs to be still," Strickland
says.
"It also frees up your hands,
You can push the record button
and still blow a grunt call or
rattle antlers."
A good tripod with a fluid
head costs less than $100 today,
he says.
Now, cover everything up. A
bright reflection off a lens or a
chrome knob will scare away a
deer or turkey faster than a
gunshot.

"I take camo tape and tape
the camera and tripod," Strickland says. "Anything that is
exposed, I touch it up with
some dull paint, rust color or
camo.
"For most hunting, the more
camouflage details you pay
attention to the more action
you're going to sec."
For the hunter-videographer
who doesn't want to tape up his
camera, Strickland advises
wrapping it in a camouflage Tshirt.
Then get a buddy to hunt and
photograph with you so you can
take turns with the gun and the
camera.
"The biggest mistake amateurs make is they don't shoot
enough stuff of other than just
the hunt, like you and your buddy scouting, picking out your
tree or hanging your stand, or
talking back and forth," Strickland says.
A wide variety of footage
allows you to edit your video
and present your entire hunt,
not just the final few minutes.

When you're alter shots ol
game. try to set up in the shade
— to reduce the possibility of
reflection off the camera lens.

That's the one part (il the camera you can't cover with
camouflage tape.

LIUSINISS COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS
Murray-Calloway County
presents
Chamber of Commerce
—THE ANNUAL-Jackson

Purchase

June 5 and 6, 1993
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday
To Be Held In

KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK
Ilighway 94 and US 68 and KY 80
For more information. P0. Box 190, Murray, KY 42071 (502)753-5171

FREE ENTERTAINMENT • PARKING: Si

Trophy mounting requires care
By BILL SCHULZ
Associated Press Writer

ATLANTA — Proper trophy
care begins with choosing your
hunting rifle and continues
through occasionally cleaning
the mount, a champion taxidermist says.
"Use the correct size bullet. I
wouldn't go shooting a whitetail deer with a 7mmMagnum," says Broderick
Head, a Bremen, Ga., taxidermist. "Too big a bullet tears the
deer up too much. It makes is
difficult for the taxidermist to
do a first-rate job on the
mount."
The second consideration is
shot placement, says Head,
whose mount of a nyala, an
African antelope, won first
place in the large single animal
category at the Safari Club
International's East Coast convention this year.
"I wouldn't shoot an animal
in the neck if you plan on
mounting it. Use a chest shot
behind the shoulder"
When the animal is down,
take a lot of pictures. Photograph the animal and the terrain
around it, particularly if you
plan a lull-body mount, advises
Head, who also took a best in
category in the 191111 world us
idcrmy championships
In addition pick up some
samples ol lerses and plants
inslhing to gi‘e the
.in idea ul the tkinitb is the arra
Ow

Then make some measurements: Diameter of the nose
and diameter of the neck are
important. Make several measurements of the antlers or
horns, such as tip to tip and
widest inside spread. For a full
body mount, add height at
shoulder and hips and girth.

Be careful when fielddressing the animal. Don't open
the chest any more than you
have to, Head says.
If possible, carry the trophy
back to camp or use a cart or
travois.
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!Urine Repair

WELCOME TO

peca
Where Courteous Service
Isn't Just A Memory!

Over 21 Years Experience
All Work Guaranteed
Engine Repair - Fiberglass Repair

Professional Lubrication & T L C For Your
Car • Truck • Motor Home

Replace Floors & Seats in Pontoons
& Boats

We Use Only The Finest Lubricants And Oils
Available For Our Operation

(1*

BUY, SELL or TRADE
Used Boats, Motors, Trailers, new &
used parts

*We sell on consignment*

Marina
Serv4e•

WAYNE DARNELL*
MARINE SERVICE*

P.Murray Mary. 111 South 1e Corner el ISO)
Frau Peale Landing (Hwy 115 No 1)1 is Caner el 2001
436-5464

7 30 a m to 6 pm Weekdays
8 a m to 4 p m Saturday

-A2U IiiZ
p oUBE
p
-

We Feature Valvoline
Filters And Oil
Havoline • Quaker State
Pennzoil • Shell • Castrol
Kendall • Mobile • Exxon
Trop Artic • Motorcratt
P • Chevron • Truck Guard

18th at Chastnut
"Five Points"
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-1529

507 S 12th
"641 South''
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4462
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EAGLE HATCHING

LBL sets hatching record
A new record has been set for
the number of bald eaglets
hatched ai TVA's Land
Between the Lakes (LBL).
According to Tim Evans, LBL
Wildlife Biologist, "there were
eight known active nests at
LBL this year', five of which
produced eight eaglets."
Evans said that there were
two each hatched at Crockett.

Mammoth Furnace, and Hughes
Bays. Nests at Sugar and Fulton
Bays produced one each. Officials will continue to monitor
all the nests on a regular basis.
As mandated by federal law,
the bays were closed earlier this
year to protect nests from
human disturbance. Evans said
the hays would he reopened to

the public by July 15, or sooner. if monitoring indicates abandonment of a nest.
LBL is a 170,000 acre
national recreation and environmental education area located in
western Kentucky and
Tennessee.

Computer age bolsters U.S. outdoorsmen
MONTGOMERY, Ala.
New computer and satellite
technology is making it harder
and harder to get lost, whether
you're boating. four-wheetipg
or just hiking in the wilderness.
With the right equipment. the

same satellite navigation system
that guided American troops in
the Persian Gulf War can tell an
outdoorsman where he is within
30 yards.
In some cases it can he as
close as 3 yards.

It's called the Global Positioning System, based on a
galaxy of 24 satellites circling
the earth at 12,(XX) miles. The
first went up in 1978 and only
one remains to be launched.

AMERICNS#1 BRAND AT SARPRICES!
LBL's bald eagle nests enjoyed their most successful period of eaglet hatching.

The FS 36 trinuner. rated #1 by
a leading consumer magazine.
has all the strength and
durability you expect from
a Stihl-built trimmer.

Have a Nice Day at
Land Between the Lakes

436
Its the price of the year
on the rugged 09L chain saw
Perfect for cutting firewood.
limbing and trimming.

The versatile BC 72 blower
Handy for cleaning sidewalks
porches truck beds gardens.
gutters and other
hard-to-reach places.

SUMMER PROGRAMS
50+ Aquatics
Evening Aquatics
Aerobics
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Summer Day Camp
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WILDLIFE TRIVIA

Where coyotes live and more
TUCSON, Ariz. - Here is
a quick test of your knowledge
of wildlife from the International Wildlife, Museum:
1. Which causes more
human deaths - sharks or
bees?
2. When during the day or
night do bison show increased
activity?
3. Why do lizards bob up
and down?
4. Can hippos float?
5. Can you find penguins in
the wild in the northern
hemisphere?
6. What is the gestation period of an elephant?
7. Is the rhino's .horn'actually a horn?
8. Is a giraffe born with
horns?
9.'Do female moose shed
their antlers yearly?
10. Can two zebras have
identical markings?
11. Does a rattlesnake grow
a new button on its rattle each
year?
12. How many of the 50
states have resident wild
coyotes?

13. What do a wolverine, a
skunk and an otter have in
common?
gorillas
Are
14.
carnivorous?
15. What do the porcupine
and guinea pig have in
common?
16. Do all bats have poor
eyesight?
17. Do male kangaroos have
pouches?

Answers to Wildlife Trivia:
1. Bees.
2. Bison activity increases
on moonlit nights.
3. To chase off intruders.
4. Hippos cannot float
because their heavy muscles
weigh them down.
5. No. All wild penguins
live in the southern
hemisphere.
6. 22 months.
7. No, because a rhinO's
horn doesn't have a bony core.
It's made. of keratin fibers
resembling highly compacted
hair.
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8. Yes. At birth a giraffe's
horns lie flat upon the skull,
but adopt the typical upright
stance during the first week of
life.
9. No, because the female
moose doesn't grow antlers.
10. No. Every individual
zebra has its own unique set of
stripes and markings.
II. No. A new button is
formed every time the snake
sheds its . skin..
12 49. Only Hawaii has no
resident coyotes.
13. They all belong to the
weasel family.
14. No. Gorillas are predonsiriately folivorous. feeding
mainly on leaves and stems.
15. They both belong to the
rodent family.
16. No. Some bats, such as
flying foxes, have excellent
sight.
17. No. Only female kangaroos have pouches.

This 40" Finish Mower
is ready to be pulled by your
4-wheeler or small tractor
now!

SAVE'200

u4->
Cul-••••••••••-.40.

Due to a special spring purchase of 8 h.p. 40
inch cut tow behind mowers you can save $200!
Your price is only $795!
NEWS FLASH! Also Available With Electric Start!

Town 6 Country Yamaha

TOUR LBL

Hwy. 94 East
Call Spencer at 753-8078 For

All

The Details

21-01'4C-17 ... COMFORTABLE,
EX1'
VERSATILE and EXCITING!
The Ford Explorer is a sport utility vehicle versatile
enough to handle cross country trips to rugged
vacation spots. But many families use their Explorers
to seek out distant shopping malls and the only grand
canyons they see are in the parking lot.
Part of the new Explorer's appeal is all the comfort
and room it provides. You can choose between the twodoor and four-door models. The optional on-demand
four-wheel drive will power your new Explorer confidently through rain, wind,and snow,and still be ready

Air-

.Arligrr
IrAdv

for more.

Stop by today and see our great selection of Explorers available
in a wide variety of colors - one right just for you!
Chairman's Award Winner Seventh Consecutive Year
1986-1987-1988-1989-1990-1991-1992
You Will Be Satisfied'

M

701 Main Street

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
Murray

753-5273 .
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Spotted owls caught between factions
It's a creature that doesn't
understand it's the centerpiece
of a feud between loggers and
conservationists about the
future of the old-growth forests
of the Pacific northwest it calls
home.

By BILL SCHULZ
Associated Pros, Writer

If there's one animal causing
more commotion than any other
in the United States these days,
it's the northern spotted owl.
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douglas fir or mixed fir and
pine forests of trees 200 or
more years old. It lives in these
forests from southern British
Columbia, Canada, south to San
Francisco Bay. In some of those
areas it is rare.
It uses trees of different sizes
and different ages for different
purposes.
Like most owls, spotted owls
do not build nests. They use the
tops of broken trees or cavities
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ndy's On

The Barge

ATLANTA — A good firstaid kit can mean the difference
between enjoying your outdoor
vacation or suffering through a
survival experience. Here are
some -things you should carry in
your kit:
— Your prescription
medication.
— Allergy medication.
— Antacid.
— An antihistamine, which
can help everything from runny
nose to bee stings to poison ivy.
— Assorted adhesive
bandages.
— Gauze bandages.
— Bandanna or triangular

Located on beautiful Kentucky Lake - Seats 47
Breakfast Served Daily • Delicious Lunch Menu
Homemade Desserts
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•4

[ OPEN MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND
Saturday & Sunday 5 a.m.-8 p.m.
Serving Our Regular Menu Plus Catfish Dinners after 4 p.m.
5.
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•

Open Mom-Thurs. 5:30 a.m.-3 p.m., Fri.-Sun. 530 a.m.-5 p.m.
-We're Looking Forward To A Great Season!

Hwy 94 East
Inside Kenlake Marina
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Manager Jennie Nesbitt
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With 40 Force With Trim & Tilt
Water Ready $9,295

With 40 Force With Trim & Tilt
Water Ready $7,895

ETWIITER
SW220
SPECIFICATIONS
Pontoon Length

Whorl*, you, Parading out on Ora
*raw tor a day al tahrop cx Net ralaung
sroh your tamely. the new SW2020 Flat. Pi
Cruse doss doubla duty to olfor ovary
torn.) you need tor tot& bo1i.n9 piaron.

in the trunks of diseased trees
as places to lay their eggs. They
roost in tall trees to hunt or
seek warm sunshine or cool
shade.
The birds prey on rodents,
such as flying squirrels, rats and
gophers, but also cat birds,
insects and reptiles.
Spotted owls mate for life.
The female lays her eggs in late
March or early April.

First-aid kit key to surviving
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I

The northern spotted owl is a
medium-sized owl, chocolate
brown with white spots on its
body feathers and white bars on
its tail. It has dark eyes surrounded by tawny facial disks.
Its preferred neighborhood is
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bandage.
— A small bar of soap.
— Burn ointment.
— Eyewash.
— Antiseptic.
— Hot and cold packs.
— Medical tape.
— Elastic bandage. . •
— Painkiller, such as aspirin.
— Scissors.
— Tweezers.
— Itch ointment, such as a
cortisone cream.
— Blister treatment.
— Safety pins.
— Snake bite kit.
— A good first-aid book.

The new SW
220 Entertainer
and Executive are
a part of the new
Challenger Series
of quality boats
The Entertainer
features a new
pilot seat and a
bow entertainment
center for your

enjoyment Both
boats offer new
stylish marine vinyl
in soft designer
colors with colorcoordinating
carpet. The 220's
add up to exceptional value
without sacrifice
SW220 EXECUTIVE
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Deck Height
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Deck Length
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WILDERNESS ADVENTURE

Successful adventures hinge on safety
hours,' McRae says.
"Think survival on short
trips," he says. "Build yourself
a lean-to and sleep in it. Think
It takes training, planning
about what you're going to
and common sense to prevent a
need to survive.
wilderness adventure from
"To draw a parallel, if you
becoming a tragedy.
were going to take up sailing.
"Don't just go to Alaska and
walk, off into wilderness, 'you wouldn't just get a sailboat
and head out to sea.'
because if you do, you're in
Physical fitness is important,
trouble very shortly," says Bill
he says, hut knowing your limMcRae, a veteran outdoorsman
itations is more important.
from Fairfield, Mont. "Start
with very modest adventures."
"You can be rather old and
not in great shape if you don't
"You can't expect to live off
overdo it," he says. "But a
the land. It's not the sensible
young person in good shape can
thing to do," says McRae, an
outdoor photographer who go too far too fast and end up
with hypothermia or end up
spends long periods of time in
the wilderness in pursuit of killing himself some other way.
Caution is the key."
pictures.
Your gear may make the dif`,`If you had a rifle, you could
ference between walking out
shoot game, but that's illegal
part of the time. You could eat and being found by a search
ground squirrels and that sort of party.
Start with a good backpack
thing, but that's rough roughing
it.
and a light tent.
"The idea of living off the
"It's good to learn to build
shelter out of things you find in
land is something you do in an
the forest, but take a tent," says
emergency."
McRae, 58, who has lived in
There's little room left for
Montana since 1957.
wilderness adventures in the
"I think it's also important to
East, but a lot remains in the
West and in Alaska. Any trip
have some kind of a backpack
stove and some fuel, but be preout into it must be carefully
pared to build open fires and
planned if you want to enjoy it.
cook over them."
Start early with short practice
He also carries matches and
trips. Learn your limits. Don't
three or four butane cigarette
go anywhere the first few tries
you can't walk out of in a few, lighters — which are just about
By BILL SCHULZ

AP News Writer

S

Complete
M rine Store
Sales - Service - Storage

•Evinrude
Your Complete Boating
and Accessory Store

Fray Sport &
Marine
Center
(502)753-7400
718 South 4th Street • Murray

weatherproOf.
One of his secrets is to carry
a small can ot Sterno fuel, the
stuff used in fondue cook poi'
and chafing dishes.
You take a little piece the
site ot a marble, set it on a
rock, put a little tinder around it
and no matter .how wet or windy it is, it will start a fire. It
really burns hot," McRae says.
Ile also carries a light knife
and a day pack every time he
goes into the woods.
"1 know people who have
died because they didn't have
the elements of survival,"
McRae says.
Other basics include:
— A -plastic painter's drop
cloth, about 9 by 12 feet, for an
emergency shelter:.
— A small first aid kit with
pain pills, tape, bandages and
antiseptic.
— Sunglasses and sunscreen.

Flashlight with extra bulb
and extra batteries.
A signal mirror
and be
sure you know how to use it.
Compass.
Map ot the area.
Two days supply (il trail
food. '• Almost no one .ever
starves to death, hut it has a
psychological effect'.
Lightweight rain gear.
- A change of clothes.
-- Gloves.
-- Binoculars.
A plastic water bottlearul
either Filters or disinfectant
tablets for water.
"In Alaska I always carry an
emergency flasher. Like the
mirror it can signal an airplane," he. says.
-"You don't need a- -gun,"
McRae says. "There's hardly
any place where anything's
going to eat you. The only possible place is national parks in

West, where gritily bears are
habituated to people.
"Everybod thinks .vou need
a gun, hut when it conies down
to surv is al. ii doesn`i make that
much dill et ence.-.
In plates like the Yellow
\1011i ill 61;1, ICI national parks,
take a ,:an ol hear spray it's
pCpper-baNed repellant.
People I k HON. personally
have used it on gruilies and it
works,— McRae says.
Take a warm .cap to cover
your ears if you're going anywhere chilly and underwear of
new synthetic libers which
don't absorb water.
"I've actually waded a river,
in winter, then took all my
clothes off, took this polypropylene_ _underwear _ wrung it
out, put it back on and it felt
dry," he says. "You want at
least one spare set."
Take outer garments that can
he worn in layers.
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HOME & GARDEN

KIDS EAT

FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
„•-•••••••

Children under _l_Qmay choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely
FREE. Only two children per paying
adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE®
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Few adjustments may turn yard
into exciting new bird sanctuary
By BILL SCHULZ
Associated Press WOW

You can add beauty and song
to your yard, at the same time
bringing in a flying insectexterminating crew, by providing for birds when you plant
flowers and shrubs.
Bird feeders, bird baths and
bird houses are sure to attract
birds, but putting out the right
trees and shrubs can bring even
more, according to the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.
Some of those birds, such as
tree swallows, house wrens,
brown thrashers and orioles, are
sure to invite pesky insects to
dinner.
Birds also need -shelter,
places where they can hide
from predators and severe
weather. Trees (including old
hollow ones), shrubs, tall grass
and bir_dihouses provide excellent shelter.
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Before you leave for your vacation let us
service your automotive air conditioner.
.
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Price includes:
Up to 1/2 lbs. Freon - one oil change check complete air conditioner
system - tighten belt if required.
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have purchased RO-IIO's air conditioner inventory and
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moved it to our present location.
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You probably can double the
number of birds in your yard by
providing water. lithe water is
dripping, splashing or moving,
it will attract more birds.
No one set of plants will
work all year or in all parts of
the country. Plant what works
in your area. Your local garden •
center or Fish and Wildlife Service can help.
But here arc a few
guidelines:
— Choose nectar-producing
plants to attract hummingbirds
and orioles. Flowers with tubular red throats are especially
attractive to hummingbirds.
— Plant different varieties of
trees and shrubs to provide
year-around food and shelter.
Some grow seeds in spring,
others provide fruits in the-surn-mer or nuts in the _fall. Evergreens provide shelter against
winter wind and snow.
r— Plants which provide summer fruits will attract brown
thrashers, catbirds, robins,
thrushes, waxwings. woodpeckers, orioles, cardinals. towhees
and grosbeaks.
These summer toot] sources
include cherries, chokecherries,
honeysuckle. raspberries. blueb.crrics_,____grapes_,_ plums_ and
elderberries.
Fall-fruiting plants are critically important for both migratory and local species. Their
fruits help local residents build
up fat for the winter and the
migrants build up energy for the
long flight south. •
These plants include dogwoods, mountain ash, winterberries, cottoneasters and

buffaloberries.
Nut tree's include oaks, hickories, buckeyes, chestnuts, butternuts, walnuts and hazels,
which also provide good nesting habitat.
There are plants which provide good winter fruit because
their fruits remain attached long
after they first ripen. Many
have to freeze or thaw several
times before they become
palatable.
These include glossy black
chokecherry, Siberian and "red
splendor" crabapple, snowberry, bittersweet, sumacs, American highbush cranberry. Virginia creeper and Chinaberry.
— Start your landscaping
plan by deciding which birds
you want to attract. Then check
with your nursery,
department of a nearby college,
or a state natural heritage program for lists of native plants
that arc likely to attract the
birds you want.
Get your soil tested to see if
it needs minerals, compost or
nutrients to help plants grow.
Look at your neighbors' yards.
You rna N&ant to use dillerent
plants than the ones in those

— You may want to implement your program over several
years. Keep your new plants
well watered and used landscaping film and mulch to.control weeds — which means less
work and less use of herbicides.
— Then enjoy your yard and
the birds which come to share it
with you.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY • 1502)674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES
A:

Owner, DVJAIN WARREN

Erpcted Including Concrete Floors,
Not Prp F ib CrirpentPr Built All Quality Materials
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BASS FISHING

Versatile spinnerbaits adjust to suit
By BILL SCHULZ
Associated Press Writer

ATLANTA — Anglers make
a big mistake by accepting the
spinnerbaits they find on cards
at tackle shops, says top bass
fisherman Jimmy Houston.
The bait you buy is only a
starter kit. Make the bait fit
your fishing conditions.
"People seem to have a tendency in their mind to accept
the spinnerbait as it was manufactured,— Houston says.
"Everybody builds their baits
the same way. Everybody's
quarter-ounce spinnerbaits will
have little bitty blades on them.
Everybody's one-ounce spinnerbait has big blades on them."
But you don't have to fish
them that "way. Play mix and match and
.make your own spinnerbait for
conditions you are fishing: All
it takes is a pair of ne,edlenose
pliers.
To make a small spinnerbait
to fish 10 feet or so deep, don't
take a little one-quarter ounce
bait, "move up to a half-ounce
or .five-eighths-ounce bait and
put a small blade and a small

skirt on it, • Houston says.
"You then have a small spin=bait, but you have a spinnerbait you can effectively fish
very, very deep."
lithe fish are sluggish, such
as in the spring before the water
warms up, you want a big bait
that falls very slowly.

do vibration. In murky water,
you need quite a bit of vibration," Houston says.
Another thing blades do is
allow the angler to control a
bait's speed.
A lighter bait with a large
blade can be retrieved slowly
on the surface.
That slow retrieve
important.
really
a
again
take
"You can
Under most conditions, I iNil
tiny spinnerbait like a threewont
strike at a bait that is
16ths ounce, but a big blade,- a
through the water.
rocking
and
it
on
big skirt, a big trailer
"One of the things I believe
now you have the big bait, but
in spinnerbait fishing is when
one that will fall very slowly
you go through a strike zone
size,"
because of the lead
area is to have that bait running
Houston says.
as slowly as possible," Houston
He said he fishes three basic
"When I'm where 1 think
says.
and
color combinations — blue
to get.a bite, that bait
going
I'm
white
and
chartreuse
chartreuse,
is not moving very fast. Someand solid white — with a little
. --times you -have-got- to actually- '
bit of red somewbere.
stop it."
The most common spinnerbaits come with either one or
two blades.
Bass anglers on Kentucky
Houston said a two-blade
and Barkley lakes must
spinnerbait gives more flash,
learn to adapt new spinmaking it easier for the fish to
nerbaits to conditions
see. A one-blade bait vibrates
they are fishing.
more, sending pulses fish feel.
"I believe in clearer water
you need more flash than you

Don't Miss This Week's
FISHING LINE
By
JERRY MAUPIN

Vietnam monument benefits martins
LAKE CHARLES, LA. —
When the people of Lake Charles, La., decided to erect a
monument to their Vietnam veterans, they decided they wanted
something unique, something
involving wildlife.
So on the east shore of Lake
Calcasieu they erected a
I20-foot-tall condominium for
purple martins, which officials
believe is the largest birdhouse
in the country.
"It was built as a monument
to those who served and died in
Vietnani," says Lake Charles
businessman Gene Dolan, one
of those lAho led the effort to
build the tower and complete a
lakefront park around it.
"It was originally erected
right after the Tet offense,"is
1968.
Al the timanothing
ing Vietnani
popu
"It was so
lar
10451111MC111

loose

boa4
that we dec
thing an iqea$,
"There are,
of
ol
.iisnied to.
monumints
sonsethieg itiKted does. tag. I felt vosi WM/ dat.
usina hirdhosiet on *se sl.

What resulted was-1120-foot
tall tower of steel rods, similar
to a television broadcasting
antenna, made from a surplus
Air Force radar antenna.
Hanging from the tower's
arms are 46 castles with a total
of 1.116 nesting compartments
for purple martins.
During the five months they
are in town the martins provide
a flying circus, particularly in
the evening as they soar over
the lake.

Four years ago, volunteers
took down the tower and
cleaned and refurbished- all the
castIcs.
The birds arrive every year in
late February or early March
after spending the wirier in
South America. They !cave the
last week in July.
"They send scouts in first,"
says Wayne Bougwah of city
public works department.
"Then the whole group comes,
flashing across the lake
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SPRING TIME
TRUCK SALE
SEE US NOW!

IF YOU LIKE TO SAVE MONEY

'93 CHEROKEE SPORT 4DR
4.0 L Six, automatic,

air cond., tilt, console
w/armrest, rear wiper/
washer, sunscreen
glass, root rack, styled
wheels, etc.

'93 RAM 150 LWB LE
318 Magnum V-8, automatic, air cond , power
windows/locks/tilt, cruise, chrome bumpers,
AM/FM cassette, 235R15 OWL tires, styled
wheels, 2 tone red/while and lots
more.

'93 GRAND CHEROKEE
LAREDO
318 Magnum V-8, Ouadra-Trac 4WD System,
tilt, cruise, power windows/locks w/remote
entry, power driver and passenger seats, sunscreen glass, alloy
wheels and more, loaded.

24 Or
'93 DAKOTA LWB LE
'93 RAM 50
2.4 liter, 5 speed w/
overdrive, tilt wheel,
carpeting, air cond ,
tint windows and
more.

3.9L V6, automatic, air cond, light group, titt,
cruise, AM/FM cassette, lower bodyside and
wheeltlare mldgs , sliding rear window plus
more.

'9,548* '12,766**
'93 WRANGLER
ALL PRICES
GOOD THRU

JUNE 1ST
(NO EXCEPTIONS)

'93 RAM 350 DUALLY DIESEL
Brute power, automatic, anti-spin Ott super
duty trans Cooler, tilt.
cruise, power windows/locks, AM/FM
cassette, air cond and

*4.7 •

10,629**

• AM pnose plus us vile VS process fee ks NOP
now." I any •• w.ciucies Dodge midi bonus if custemet Quallies

128 HP, 5 speed,
hardtop, carpeting,
rear
bumperettes,
power steering, reclining bucket seats,
deep tint glass, spare
tire cover and more.
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CHRYSLEIMPLVUOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448

